Jan Erik Hansen [June 21, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: African Americans are not African? Pt2  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-bNw-_HCwo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-bNw-_HCwo</a>
ab [June 21, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: No show tonite. Early to bed to be ready for the September Clues Soundtrack album party tomorrow bright and early - streaming in stereo!
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 8:07 pm]: B)
Banazir Galbasi [June 21, 2014 - 8:10 pm]: Cool. Make sure to record it in stereo too (if you don't mind), for us without the willpower to get up at the witching hour. However if you saw fit to do it in quadrophonic sound then I may be inclined...
ab [June 21, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: I noticed when you set it for the stream it changes the recording as well.l
Banazir Galbasi [June 21, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: Cool, good to know. Moving in Stereo! <a href="http://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=_p6a7CiP2bM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=_p6a7CiP2bM</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 21, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: Cool. This completes my 'Cool Trilogy'. Thank you.
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: <a href="http://www.thedailysheeple.com/sandy-hook-lead-investigator-dies-suddenly-at-age-49_062014" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thedailysheeple.com/sandy-hook-lead-investigator-dies-suddenly-at-age-49_062014</a>   look at the numbers guys  and the date is
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: :O
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: the date is the big one ...summer solstice ...
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: Hey Ab, sorry to hear about the MArcus debacle, i know you are not vindictive by nature but these troublemakers usually get what they have coming to them in the most delicious way.  He may have inconvenienced you temporarily but he has to live his whole life as a douchebag so take some solace in that.  The only reason to hurt another intentionally is because you seek to harm yourself-mirror/mirror
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfHbc2ENTgo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfHbc2ENTgo</a>   this is classic peeps ...this is what they're showing us ......8o
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: 7 D holograms .... :)
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: seems like a waste without full frontal nudity
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: notice they're pushing spacemen , dinosaurs etc ;)
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: all jokes aside thats a new one, great find..love how they shove all the hoaxes in there as well ya gotta love an unimaginative liar!
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: Whats better than lying to someones face and getting away with it?
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: Doin it again!
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: getting behined a pay wall lol
delcroix [June 21, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: anyway i'm off to bed so i can try to get up for the sept clues music party  B) night all
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: as far as I know taht tech requires a film or layer of some kind at an angle to "reflect?" the hologram for the viewer...so for the purposes of an alien invasion hoax in the sky or an animus figure {jesus-god etc} you need some layer===chemtrails perhaps?
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: @delcroix: later bud thx for the link juice
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Jem is truly outrageous,
Truly, truly, truly outrageous.
Woah! Jem! <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6G_o1MYECg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6G_o1MYECg</a>
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: Apparently the Jem and the Holograms machine is being turned back on in 2016 with this telling desription on the imdb page
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: The young owner of a music company uses revolutionary tech to disguise herself as a rockstar.  :warning::warning::warning:
DoctorDeath [June 21, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: Is there a live show now?
Johan Backes [June 21, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: :error:
Johan Backes [June 22, 2014 - 2:23 am]: ultimus enim vocatione ipsum
ab [June 22, 2014 - 5:42 am]: @Johan Backes: thanks for your words
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 6:25 am]: gday Videre...you kept your promise.....interesting evening yesterday you could say.....anyway its all good here and now
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:33 am]: Good morning - I do like a bit of live Sunday morning fakeology.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 6:35 am]: B)
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 6:38 am]: cmon ab...call bullshit for bullshit.not bs...this isnt 1984...heh Fankers nice
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 6:43 am]: got this piping thru my best stereo..sounding good
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 6:43 am]: got some doubters here too
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 6:44 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: Good morning !
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:53 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  God morgen  Jan.
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:08 am]: the mi...the plane...the mi...the plane...the mi..the plane.........back when simon was into the missle thing
ab [June 22, 2014 - 7:23 am]: anyone able to sense stereo on the stream?
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:23 am]: yep...perfect here
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:24 am]: not quadraphonic tho...shucks
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:24 am]: taking calls?
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:24 am]: I was hearing crunch guitar hard panned to the left
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:25 am]: is that good thing?
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:26 am]: If that's what they meant to do, yeah...
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:26 am]: of course
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:27 am]: Ive got it turned up to 11 here...
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:28 am]: ahh the Mothers of Invention....good stuff
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:28 am]: "Don't touch that one, don't even look at that one!"
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:30 am]: hey farce I remember chatting with you on AB's famous nine callers at once episode....ancient history
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:31 am]: Good times!
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:32 am]: Amen
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:32 am]: Simon, is there a version of the album without the news clip overdubs?
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:32 am]: Does he supply and autographed photo with the CD?
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 7:37 am]: OMG!!! HERE COMES THE NEXT BIN LADEN! BAGHDADI! RUN FOR YOUR LIVES AMERICA!!!  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xs3L86-Mak" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xs3L86-Mak</a>
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:39 am]: He looks like Alexie Sayle from the Young Ones
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:41 am]: yep beautiful sterio this one...
ab [June 22, 2014 - 7:41 am]: @Rollo: I'll take calls towards the end. I know you'll want to speak to SS
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:42 am]: K mate
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 7:43 am]: Any Archer fans here?  ISIS cracks me up every time I see it...
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:45 am]: hopefully johnny clues puts up JC6...I rip into this ISIS bullshit
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:46 am]: Princess Diana was known as ISIS
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:47 am]: It was her perfume
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 7:47 am]: Isis Crisis Al-Scam - Hoax In Levanthian  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ca6YZoRcNbA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ca6YZoRcNbA</a>
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:47 am]: she stunk of it
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 7:54 am]: some back ward masking on this one....ala the Beatles
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 8:00 am]: Don't forget Dan Rather on 60 Minutes, exposing the bad actors, keeping us safe.
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:02 am]: just reverssed...nothing sinister...just kidding
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:04 am]: We love the Harley Guy
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:05 am]: How does he sleep at night?...well he cant lie straight in bed is tha answer
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 8:13 am]: @Ab: Which sense is number six?
ab [June 22, 2014 - 8:14 am]: @farcevalue: balance
ab [June 22, 2014 - 8:15 am]: you'd fall down without it....I got that from a German
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 8:15 am]: Intersting.
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:15 am]: this one is my fav
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:16 am]: when the work is done....we chill and Relax
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:20 am]: What are we here for? A big Question Ab....? heh
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:23 am]: Sweat Dreams better than SexCrime1984...AnnieL &amp; DaveS Rocked my youth
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 8:25 am]: 9 seconds LOL It never ends with the numbers LOL !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 8:28 am]: Evrybody neads to FEAR something !
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:29 am]: Fear itself Jan....heheh
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 8:31 am]: EVERYBODY Needs to FEAR something !
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:32 am]: Leaning Towers....Im hungry anyone for Pisa /Pizza?
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 8:32 am]: easy to make the towers lean when you tilt the camera
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 8:37 am]: @Rollo: :D
marksman [June 22, 2014 - 8:45 am]: YEAH!
farcevalue [June 22, 2014 - 8:50 am]: I would play them in sound checks for the public, but I may prefer them without voiceovers..
marksman [June 22, 2014 - 8:55 am]: squib
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 9:00 am]: clean the world inside out...is this a convex concave thing
Rollo [June 22, 2014 - 9:00 am]: clean the world inside out...is this a convex concave thing
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 9:33 am]: :)
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 1:20 pm]: I'm still waiting for clarity on the meaning of the word  'bumbuddy'.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 1:24 pm]: 6th sense = balance. we also have senses given to us. Time and direction.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 1:28 pm]: I was interested to see Secrets In Plain Sight had 3 million 1/3 views ( I'm not playing numbers!) it just seems a lot. A bit mainstream? How many views does Septclues get?
wolfman9 [June 22, 2014 - 2:42 pm]: FIFA admitting a problem with match fixing? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgRLqo-ZbuQ&#038;feature=player_embedded" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgRLqo-ZbuQ&#038;feature=player_embedded</a> Go U.S.A.!!
wolfman9 [June 22, 2014 - 2:51 pm]: "Balance" is something to have a nice "sense" about but, you have to "hold it". Through studying Tai Chi, I have come to value "stability" more. The idea is to let "gravity" flow through you, unimpeded, instead of having it weigh on top of us. When we hold our balance, gravity is stopped by the tensions in our body. If we relax these tensions, our skeletal structure is enough to stand up
wolfman9 [June 22, 2014 - 2:53 pm]: -on the earth, stable. Splitting hairs maybe but, I have found transformational in experience.
wolfman9 [June 22, 2014 - 2:55 pm]: "Life" doesn't happen to us, it happens through us.
aralsea [June 22, 2014 - 3:05 pm]: Eric Clapton live at....Auschwtiz!?! <a href="http://www.thenews.pl/1/11/Artykul/158068,Clapton-to-play-Auschwitz-Life-Festival" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thenews.pl/1/11/Artykul/158068,Clapton-to-play-Auschwitz-Life-Festival</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 22, 2014 - 3:07 pm]: TheAntiTerrorist on 'Osama Proof <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5qa8Nsi3K0&#038;feature=youtu.be" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5qa8Nsi3K0&#038;feature=youtu.be</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 4:20 pm]: I look forward to hearing the rest of Simon's musical episode.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: "bumbuddy"?   Did you fall asleep at the party?:D
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 5:15 pm]: (I did...  just before it got started)
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 5:16 pm]: Sorry Rollo... I was there but I wasn't.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 5:16 pm]: Tho I did keep my promise...:o)
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: I don't even know Shane. Was he not innocently drawn in? Johnny's meltdown wasn't explained until ab's post.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: Tom and Videre, I hope you didn't both fall asleep due to my music! :-)
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: No! I for one, like it.  There's something beguiling about it to me Simon.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: Well - perhaps i shouldn't be too worried if my songs function as lullabies...
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: hi simon , i was asleep during the show ...had a late night lol am listening now to the show , and have been listening to the album since before chistmas , a true classic ..thank you so much
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: Thanks for your kind words, delcroix!
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: :) keep on keeping on man
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: i was wondering simon  another one of your songs not on the album , called strange ... is there an mp3 available ? i have a copy from youtube ...but the quality isnt great
aralsea [June 22, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: @simonshack: I look forward to listening to this one. I haven't heard the whole album yet...but I like your stuff Simon.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: Delcroix, i have just posted it in the comment section of the show. you can download it in high quality - for free!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: yeh, yeh, no falling asleep here , the music's brilliant. It makes SeptClues. truly crafted real movie
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: wow , thanks man
aralsea [June 22, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: I'm listening to Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven" 15% slower in audacity software...its awesome!
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: Tom, what exactly does 'beguiling' mean? (Sorry, i could look it up - but I prefer to hear your own definition of the word)...
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: It's got a charm of it's own, a kind of intriguing charm, lots of dimensions, chinks and clunks
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: Heh, guys!  Looking forward to listening to today's show :)
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: @simonshack: It was 3 am here when the show started.  I am enjoying it now.  Love your music Simon.  :favorite:
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: Thanks Tom! I was worried you meant THIS definition of "beguiling":  "To deceive by guile, delude". <a href="http://www.thefreedictionary.com/beguiling" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thefreedictionary.com/beguiling</a>
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: every time i hear "tony" i cant help but imagine lou costello :D
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: Thanks Videre! :favorite:
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: haha yeh I looked it up after you said - I was glad it said 'often' beguiling. We have to be so careful! ha:?
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: make sure simon dosnt offer you an apple tom
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:51 pm]: Rollo with his autographed photo request haha
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:52 pm]: Delcroix, i have offered a Big Apple research to every human being on this planet. I'm not a snake, though!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 5:52 pm]: You gave it to us whole
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: lol and it's much appreciated  simon
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 5:54 pm]: have ye heard the one about "Was Hiroshima destroyed by Bats?"  very interesting  <a href="http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/06/was-hiroshima-destroyed-by-bats.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/06/was-hiroshima-destroyed-by-bats.html</a>
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:58 pm]: The Nuke Hoax is a batshit-crazy concept in the first place. ONE little (Fat Boy) bomb blowing uop an entire city? WHY have we all bought into this crap - for all these years?What is wrong with human intelligence?
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: I think we all need to start asking ourselves how these incredibly stupid hoaxes have been so successful.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: Emperor's new clothes principle - but all the scientists, all the clever people just buy it
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: "Succesful"
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: Well, that doesn't make the "clever people" look clever, does it?
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: i'm in total agreement man ...the religion of science fools many that should know better
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: no. what is intelligence?
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: I feel awful about the Nuke Hoax.  Around the time of the 9/11 hoax, someone said to me, "y'know, mate, nuke bombs are a hoax..  I just scoffed in ridicule of him.  Just as others are sniggering at me/us  today.  Wish I could meet up with him again, just to say "oops.. wish I'd had to open-mindedness back then.  Over a decade wasted in a brainwashed bubble"
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:02 pm]: yep
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:03 pm]: there's a lot of fuckin stupid clever people
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:03 pm]: and it was an arrogant brainwashed bubble too.! Must have been so infuriating for the poor guy who'd gone to the trouble of at least trying to open my eyes to the hoax!
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: Psyopticon, we ALL fell awful about our previous beliefs. We have ALL been conned out of our wits - for decades.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: or centuries actually...
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: sure. how far back?  The days of Rome? Greek empire?  Since the beginning of the written word?  And word-of-mouth hoaxes before that?  "A Giant Ogre lives over that hill!"
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: there be dragons
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:09 pm]: Tom: what is intelligence? Well, I will have to think about that question for a while - using my own intelligence that is. It may not be powerful enough to answer your question...
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: When did hoaxing become a coordinated international operation?  When the world became (largely) a single empire?  After WWI?  Beginning of the modern British Empire (1840s?)  When was America and the free-world lost to the Empire?  The hoax "assassination" of Lincoln? Or even before that?
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: Psyopticon: this is exactly the remaining task that we fakeologists need to tackle. HOW LONG has this been going on?
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:13 pm]: A hard task, Simon. Our history books have no value.  Full of romantic fairytales!
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: Let me just say that when Ab cfirst coined the word "fakeologist", i didn't like it too much. But now, i'm quite comfortable with it.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: "first"
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:17 pm]: It is really a scientific disciple.  Simon, your (expert) image analysis is perhaps the best avenue of all for enlightenment - that's what "did it" for me.  Then our (hopefully) in-built but latent skills of intuition, and skepticism are stimulated back into life.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: Your patience to explain things and clarity of presentation are a joy Simon.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: The thing is,most people have a problem with the word "fake" - and understandably so: if you tell them that they've been believing (for decades) in fake events, they reject the notion of having been unwitting participants / believers in these fake events.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:24 pm]: @simonshack: I think they reject the notion because when they try to process the idea, they start feeling ill.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:24 pm]: cognitive dissonance
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: yes. As we know the WHOLE frickin world opens up to being fake. It's the Big Lie principle. It's too much.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: Yes, Videre - exactly.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: don't come here expecting to steal our women Simon 8o
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: I have watched people follow what I am saying and know that what I say makes perfect sense and then you see it in their eyes... that clash of world views.. a look of seasickness..
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: I am joking!
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: haha
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: it's a wonderfool world lol
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: when are you not? ahahahahahhaha
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: What confused me even more with the Nuke Hoax is that an acquaintance was a researcher in nuclear/particle physics.  As part of his work, he was sent to visit Hiroshima/Nagasaki back in the 1960s(?) yet still doesn't see through the hoax or, at least, doesn't admit to.    How can that be?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: Schooled from childhood the man's a cretin
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: hehe! yet he'd be the first to call us just that!
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:29 pm]: bakini atoll is a bird sanctuary  ffs , home to two headed birds ?
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:29 pm]: Psyopticon: this world IS a confusing place. As long as you accept this - and use it as a rule of thumb - you'll be ok.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:29 pm]: Wonder how many death-bed confessions are dictated to their loved ones by life-long hoaxers?!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: People must book em in. Can my famous last words be. Cunt cunt
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: @psyopticon: maybe the hoaxers have hoaxer families... no confession necessary
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:32 pm]: I must say that I'm baffled by the lack of death-bed confessions... But I guess they just get muffled.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: I just hope that someone like Ab will be present at my death-bed--- lol !
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: that would be a morbid show simon ...perish the thought
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: what have you got to confess Simon?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: Live from Rome - the Deathbed show
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: lets hope it's in stereo
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: Deathbed Episode 1 - short series
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: :D
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: I have to confess that i am a real person - notwithhstanding the various websites which say that I am not.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: thank fuck for that. i thought i'd wasted another decade
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: for a moment
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:38 pm]: Any thoughts on @ab's posting: Leave them kids alone?
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: Tom - I can just tell you that the last decade has been the least wasteful period of my life.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: @simonshack: soooo good to hear that you are :)
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:40 pm]: @psyopticon: what are your thoughts?
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: @Videre Licet: I'm upset for ab, because he's clearly upset himself.  Not nice, and kinda pointless.  Does anyone, who isn't already in the know, really give a damn about Ab's mugshot, or his home address, inside leg measurement, and so forth?
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 6:52 pm]: @psyopticon: I didn't read it that way.  I just saw it as sort of an "amber alert" for true fakeologists to be aware of the crazies waiting in the wings.. who will try to shatter their new found reality.... as well as his reasons for keeping his anonymity.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 6:54 pm]: US keeper Howard sits down for one and Nani - 17 in a red shirt scores. See the shirt from the ISIS PSYOP? <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/bbc-match-of-the-day-whats-all-this-then/page/7/#post-10114" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/bbc-match-of-the-day-whats-all-this-then/page/7/#post-10114</a>
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 6:55 pm]: @Videre Licet: ahh, that's a whole lot more positive then.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: Ab - and everyone else - has the fully legitimate right and reasons not to display his face or address on the internet. There is little to be gained by displaying to the whole world one's own identity / family history and so forth - as I have done on my forum:                                      <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?p=2351730#p2351730" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?p=2351730#p2351730</a>
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:00 pm]: @simonshack: agreed!B)
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: i'll pop around for a coffee simon , if i ever find myself in italy :D  , i'll bring the whiskey   :D
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: See, after I did that - the Let's roll Forums started a thread which now has close to 60.000 views - as if the question of my own identity were more important than the 9/11 vicsim research - and all that...
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:02 pm]: Your family history is definitely interesting though, Simon. Is that a bad thing.  I dunno.  Humans, like dogs, are naturally nosey creatures!
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:02 pm]: just goes to show , the agenda man
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:03 pm]: excuse me using this as note pad- world cup live -Graham Zusi is number 19 USA. just maybe. on my prev. link. Is he even playing?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:04 pm]: Yes he is. Ok. Football is a live psyop.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: Thanks delcroix - you are very welcome to come and visit me - anytime. And so are ALL the real fakeologists here. Over the years, I've invited to my house over a dozen truthseekerss . I don't think ANY of the more more famous ones (like Richard Gage or the lot) have ever done so.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:09 pm]: I'd actually love to go to Rome. I'll try and bring a beautiful woman...two beautiful women actually
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:09 pm]: Hey, what about Alex Jones? Has he invited any fellow truthseekers to his own house?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:09 pm]: sounds seedy I hope I'm not
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:10 pm]: Tom: you are VERY welcome!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:12 pm]: Simon, thank you. And you are very welcome to check me out in Cambridge England anytime you're passing. Though I need to do a bit of tidying first :D
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:12 pm]: Take a cheap Ryan Air flight and come and visit me.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: Please try and land in Ciampino - Rome's small airport, which is close to my house.
simonshack [June 22, 2014 - 7:15 pm]: off to bed now - g'night everyone!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:15 pm]: Perfect. Goodnight Simon.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:16 pm]: Ciao, Simon!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:21 pm]: Beautiful Jones
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: Now zusi for the winner and I'm goin' ta Roma!
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: zusi?
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: oh... foooootball
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: you clever
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: ;)
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: I'm going to Rome. I need a beautiful woman. Are you coming?
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: I would love to go to Rome.
Videre Licet [June 22, 2014 - 7:25 pm]: have been to asia and all of north America... no eu yet
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:26 pm]: That would be cool. It's an expensive ticket from N America. Rome is special.
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:26 pm]: have a goodnight simon and thanks for the invite
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:30 pm]: see ya there
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:31 pm]: What's your take on the soccer, Tom?  Rigged?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:31 pm]: Yes.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:32 pm]: My bet's (Republic of Ireland to win) was wasted?
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:33 pm]: republic of ireland is a scam full stop
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:33 pm]: never mind the footie lol
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:34 pm]: haha
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:34 pm]: bwhahaa!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: Fascinating to me, the fix of the football. I haven't worked it all out but it seems clear. Trying to work it out could make real money.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:37 pm]: control the game, you control the crowd
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:38 pm]: they prob sort out the scores at bilderberg lol
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:40 pm]: :D  anyway lads and lassies i have to go .... we should have a chat on skype sometime .... i'm delcroix2012  send me a mesg sometime ...goodnight all
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:40 pm]: yeah, that one looked pretty staged / choreographed (says someone who's attended just two pro soccer games in his life)
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: night delcroix - talk later
delcroix [June 22, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: i avoid all sport like the plague   laters v
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: goodnight delcroix.  great chatting!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:42 pm]: Some of it's very interesting with the fixing. I'm not sure they haven't got a way of making a player miss shots,
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:42 pm]: I study viruses
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: When would the fixing be fixed?  During pre-game training?  Live, during the match itself? Covert signals to the players from the dug-out?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: I fancied the USA to have a little run. The interesting thing to me was the photos that came from the ISIS PSYOP had the shirt of a guy who scored tonight.  <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/bbc-match-of-the-day-whats-all-this-then/page/7/#post-10114" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/bbc-match-of-the-day-whats-all-this-then/page/7/#post-10114</a>
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: How would game-rigging be coordinated between the two teams?  Would they both need to be involved?  It's much easier to "lose" a game than win it.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: Goalkeepers - key players
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:49 pm]: referees and linesmen
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:49 pm]: technology
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: There seems to be set pieces sometimes between big teams where a few people are in on it.  Some of the most famous ex players were 'players'.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: Hmm.. well that was indeed a "drama to the last".
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: Specific choreographed moves?  Well-rehearsed? Details shared between the two teams? Maybe there are commonly choreographsed moves that are internationally recognised?  And on the covert signal from an off-pitch "signalman", Team A acts out, say, Move #39??
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 7:58 pm]: haha well, I think there are moves used but I don't think everybody knows at all. I think you need relatively few people.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 7:59 pm]: What of those not-in-the-know?  Couldn't they jeopardise the expected result?!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: Yeh, it seems counter intuitive, But it seems it can be done. The Italian fixing scandal showed you need relatively few people involved...or did it! My impression is that the credibility of the game is dependant on a lot of honest people, just like the rest of the world
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:06 pm]: I'm fascinated by exactly how they do it and I can't say I know how exactly  psyopticon
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:08 pm]: I didn't follow the Italian fixing scandal, but maybe only a few sacrificial lambs were nailed to disguise the scale of the hoax, and to assure the public that the game had been cleaned up?
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: I honestly dont know.  The fact that Rooney's father was arrested for alleged involvement in game fixing / gambling scams (innocent until proven otherwise of course) kind of blew the cover on it for me.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: You look at cycling -tour de france- it's been exposed - laid bare - and yet millions still flock
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: Or could that in itself be a hoax? Not sure for what end?  Ensuring Rooney Junior's compliance?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: Gerard - he's definitely one.
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: His ten year old cousin youngest to 'die' at hillsborough
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: He's been in the programme since he was 9 years old
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:15 pm]: He owns a small island
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:15 pm]: Sure. There's some sort of soccer training academy outside Wolverhampton.  Presumably the sort of place that grooms the future "players".
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idsall_School" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idsall_School</a>  (the academic institution for those attending the FA's former youth academy at Lilleshall)
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: Any familiar names there on the "famous [soccer] alumni" ?
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:19 pm]: Nicky Barmby (footballer)[1]
    Wes Brown (footballer)[1]
    Sol Campbell (footballer)[1]
    Jamie Carragher (footballer)[1]
    Andy Cole (footballer)[1]
    Joe Cole (footballer)[1]
    Jermain Defoe (footballer)[1]
    Rob Edwards (footballer)[citation needed]
    Michael Owen (footballer)[1]
    Scott Parker (footballer)[1]
    Ben Thatcher (footballer)[1]
    Nick Pickering (footballer)[1]
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:19 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilleshall_Hall#The_Football_Association" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilleshall_Hall#The_Football_Association</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: That was probably a bullseye psyopticon
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: with idsal
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: hmm.. doesn't mean a lot to me.   no surprise it's privatised/privately-run now.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: Yikes, I godda hit the sack!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: good point!
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: Great chatting with you Tom!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: Great stuff psyopticon.
psyopticon [June 22, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: g'nite mate!
Tom-Dalpra [June 22, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: laters
ab [June 22, 2014 - 9:13 pm]: I am so aggravated that the main stream recording bombed on me. +Never+ happened before. I've save the file but I think it is unrepairable. I made a mistake in the backup setting so you hear me twice (how can that be bad?). Luckily I tried to keep my mouth shut and let the others talk and sing, so it's not as bad as it could be. I'll run 4 recorders from now on and ask any live listeners to record using audacity as well if they can for even more protection.
aralsea [June 23, 2014 - 12:59 am]: It is easier to use a 2nd computer to record off the live speaker of the broadcasting computer?
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 3:51 am]: @aralsea: HA 80s fix
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:01 am]: @ab: sounds like your stereo mix setting is on with someting else  as rec source
ab [June 23, 2014 - 5:19 am]: @Johan Backes: yes you're mostly right. I figured it out but didn't figure out why the main recorder didn't work until the last 10 minutes.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 1:30 pm]: Presstitute - The Presstitutes Song!<a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD0ycSl001k" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD0ycSl001k</a>
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 2:41 pm]: I find this very entertaining as the creator or this meme is himself what he defines "the Big Lie"  <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Lie" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Lie</a>  just too good with extra good on top
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 2:45 pm]: when you finish you can have this for desert <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaNTAUc-3tk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaNTAUc-3tk</a>  some great clips here as hollywood ramps up for the cold war
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 3:37 pm]: Court Jews. Prominent Jews used by European rulers to administer estates and develop credit systems. The institution of the Court Jew emerged gradually in the 16th and 17th cents. Well-known examples include Joseph Bassevi of Prague, Samuel Oppenheimer of Vienna, and Leffmann Behrends of Hanover.
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:03 pm]: Are these the same as crypto jews?
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:05 pm]: The pre eminent fall guy for our modern politcal arena, now with near unlmited cache after ww2 holohoax
psyopticon [June 23, 2014 - 4:05 pm]: Hofjuden - these days very much inter-related with European aristocracy.
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:06 pm]: aha very good
psyopticon [June 23, 2014 - 4:07 pm]: Makes sense. The queen may as well get jiggy in the counting house.
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:07 pm]: Adam Weishaupt perfected the Jew evil doer blame game after 1776
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:15 pm]: Lady Diana Spencer (a.k.a. "Princess" Diana) had such a pedigree, dating back to a Jewish mercer who married into the English noveau-riche, and then purchased a false pedigree and coat-of-arms...she is hofjuden or at least the character was
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: we have had nothing but Presidents surrounded by professors and scholars, who seem to owe their allegiance to one idea only â€“ that of world government. All of which brings to mind Weishaupt's plan to surround the ruling authorities with members of his Order.
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:23 pm]: these "councils" to our leadership have been the Hofjuden or court jews and many undeclared cryptojews running point for the tippy top of the pyramid
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: Kabalist christians
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 4:31 pm]: the Jews did not choose He Khabbalot Yahudim to be their masters; it was He Khabbalot who chose the Jews to be its carriers!!!
Hoi Polloi [June 23, 2014 - 5:04 pm]: Johan Backes, thank you for getting specific with the "Jews did it" accusation. Anyone can throw that around but it's very important that you narrow it down to the names and places and times of the power decisions. Keep going!
Hoi Polloi [June 23, 2014 - 5:07 pm]: I would like to know more because you are the first person whose words on the subject sound more detailed to times, places and 'orders' or groups. I know that you are not the author of the information but gathering info in one place is also the start of many a good research session. Those on the 'good guy' side could probably do a lot of good digging *within* Israel (or London?) for these thin
Hoi Polloi [June 23, 2014 - 5:08 pm]: gs.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: @Hoi Polloi:  The "JEWS" have been wiling tools of the patrician calass for a long time. They are like the managerian class who benefited economicly of beeing just that ! They dont run the show but like the monetary benefits. That is my conclution at this point of time ! That they RUN the system is BS ! But they are wiling tools as it is !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: patricians of the European city states in Italy Holy roman empire and Switserland ETC. Look in to the Hansetic leauge etc !
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_imperial_city" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_imperial_city</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrizio_%28titolo%29&#038;usg=ALkJrhgVNmd7dXqSWjMNK3CV-Jv3B9uobA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrizio_%28titolo%29&#038;usg=ALkJrhgVNmd7dXqSWjMNK3CV-Jv3B9uobA</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: <a href="http://translate.google.no/translate?hl=no&#038;sl=it&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http%3A%2F%2Fit.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPatrizio_(titolo)" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.google.no/translate?hl=no&#038;sl=it&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http%3A%2F%2Fit.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPatrizio_(titolo)</a>
marksman [June 23, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: i made a new video inspired by the September clues soundtrack show <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PNNfpnDd2c" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PNNfpnDd2c</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: Being Venetian patricians was an honor for the whole European nobility and was common among kings and princes to seek and obtain the title of NH, Venetian patricians were, among others, the kings of France, the Savoy, the Mancini , the Mazarin families skullcaps the Orsini and the Colonna.
Jan Erik Hansen [June 23, 2014 - 6:38 pm]: Public Opinion, a Seminal Work in Political Science, by Walter Lippmann, Audiobook  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsBXwZY0eLI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsBXwZY0eLI</a>
ab [June 23, 2014 - 6:38 pm]: @Johan Backes: yes put this in a forum please, it will get lost in the chat. You can always point to the forum in the chat but let's not lose good research here
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 7:04 pm]: yes i will endeavour to do just  that ...Jan and Hoi are always on the money
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 7:55 pm]: Jews have been awaiting their messiah for 3,000 years; while we Christians have been awaiting the return of our Messiah for 2,000... and the same small group made up the same story for all of us.  Jesus called that group Pharisees, including with the Pharisees as perpetrators of the lie... the Scribes.  Today, we call them lawyers. &gt;:-D
Banazir Galbasi [June 23, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: 92 year old skydiver raises $13, 000: <a href="http://www.cbc.ca/m/news/#!/content/1.2683778" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cbc.ca/m/news/#!/content/1.2683778</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 23, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: Ab I think the word you were searching for on Sunday was 'Pranchors' - Propaganda Anchors. 8)
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: â€œGreat men, even during their lifetime, are usually known to the public only through a fictitious personality.â€�


â€• Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion
aralsea [June 23, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: Hoaxbusters Call live now...:help:<a href="http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=90337&#038;cmd=tc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=90337&#038;cmd=tc</a>
Johan Backes [June 23, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: :-):-):-) It was Victor Hugo who wrote the story, "The Man Who Laughs," about a boy whose face had been horribly shaped into a permanent smile by fiendish cosmetic butchers.
 
The grotesque tale was the basis for Batman's "Joker" character. It was alleged that Victor Hugo was not only a Rosicrucian but was also Grand Master of the occultic order known as the Priory of Sion. :-):-):-)
Johan Backes [June 24, 2014 - 12:35 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: ive started a thread in the forums for us to build the Jew hoax case start dumping your best resources in there and we can organise and subsequently possibly do an episode on the best content we come up with..its a killer big topic, but thats why I like it!
Johan Backes [June 24, 2014 - 12:44 am]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/what-jew-call-me-zionist-scapegoat-redux-thread/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/what-jew-call-me-zionist-scapegoat-redux-thread/</a>
ab [June 24, 2014 - 5:33 am]: @Johan Backes: good have at it mates!
Tom-Dalpra [June 24, 2014 - 8:04 am]: Amazing really. Like so much else. When you really look at the ''Jewish'' question, we find, AGAIN, it's just a 'load of old bollocks', as we say in England. gyu day to you.
derealium [June 24, 2014 - 9:56 am]: apologies @JohnnyClues, ab, everyone. I vow to not drink and post or talk again. Was mainly mad at myself for being breaking Johnny's request to not get hammered.
Johan Backes [June 24, 2014 - 1:43 pm]: @derealium: in vino veritas...there is a reason they call it "spirits" <a href="http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2013/04/the-demon-drink-alcohol-and-spiritualism/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2013/04/the-demon-drink-alcohol-and-spiritualism/</a>
ab [June 24, 2014 - 5:25 pm]: @derealium: ok great. Let's keep the site clear of nonsense. There's enough everywhere else. I don't mind criticism, but attacks are unwarranted and juvenile.
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: â€œI never heard an enlisted man in the 509th use the words â€˜atom bombâ€™ or â€˜atomic bombâ€™ or â€˜A-bomb.â€™  Everyone in the squadron called it â€˜The Gimmick.â€™  During the months of their secret work they had to have a name for the vague something that they were supposed to be working on, and when somebody referred to it as â€˜The Gimmickâ€™ that name stuck.â€� â€” From the article, â€œTh
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: e Week the War Ended,â€� LIFE magazine, 7/17/1950

Read more: Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Photos From the Ruins, 1945 | LIFE.com <a href="http://life.time.com/history/hiroshima-and-nagasaki-photos-from-the-ruins/#ixzz35c0Ckts1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://life.time.com/history/hiroshima-and-nagasaki-photos-from-the-ruins/#ixzz35c0Ckts1</a>
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: Atomic Media Darling
Magazines covered the detonations. Leatherneckâ€™s September 1957 cover read â€œBig Shot.â€� â€œAfter a dramatic misfire, Operation Diablo proved that Marines could nestle closer to â€˜The Gimmick.â€™â€�

Nevada businesses saw profit from the gimmick. Hotels hosted atomic-themed events. â€œDawn Bomb Partiesâ€� started the night before a detonation. Guests waited for the flash
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: of the latest atomic bomb. 

The Nevada Nuclear Test site had its share of pin-ups to add to its A-bomb list. Las Vegas showgirls were crowned under such titles as Miss Atomic Blast, â€œradiating loveliness instead of deadly atomic particles.â€� There was â€œMis-Cueâ€� and â€œMiss Atomic Bomb,â€� the last in 1957 and fabled to be the most famous of the pin-ups. 

By the time atomic detonations wen
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: went underground in 1962, nearly 500,000 had joined the ranks of atomic veterans dating to 1945. Included are the POWs in the vicinity of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings and the U.S. occupation forces in Japan the first year following the war. But the majority of atomic veterans are those who served at the South Pacific and U.S. testing sites. went underground in 1962, nearly 500,000 had joine
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: <a href="http://www.voicesfortroops.org/MOAA_Voices/Learn_More/Personal_Stories/Atomic_Veterans,_Part_I.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.voicesfortroops.org/MOAA_Voices/Learn_More/Personal_Stories/Atomic_Veterans,_Part_I.html</a>
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: even the franciscan priest for those that dropped the bombs on nagasaki and hiroshima called the bomb "the gimmick"
smj [June 24, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: "No. We knew that they were preparing to drop a bomb substantially different from and more powerful than even the â€œblockbustersâ€� used over Europe, but we never called it an atomic bomb and never really knew what it was before August 6, 1945. Before that time we just referred to it as the â€œgimmickâ€� bomb."            <a href="http://datinggod.org/2011/07/08/fr-george-zabelka-a-military-chaplain-rep" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://datinggod.org/2011/07/08/fr-george-zabelka-a-military-chaplain-rep</a>
Videre Licet [June 24, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: @smj: Interesting stuff   i started searching and found this entertaining link <a href="http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.htm</a>
Hoi Polloi [June 25, 2014 - 1:44 am]: "News Pranchors." love it. Hilarious. That one's a keeper.
Hoi Polloi [June 25, 2014 - 1:49 am]: Regarding the nuclear bombs, the final one dropped wasn't the only gimmick. The official story says the USA apparently plopped down dozens of "dummy bombs" across southern Japan that did nothing but terrorize the Japanese military and populace. I suspect this was part of the ploy to make the hoax have extra impact, so to speak,
Hoi Polloi [June 25, 2014 - 1:50 am]: not to mention allow the Japanese military to choose where they wanted to start 'cooperating' with Western propaganda forces.
Hoi Polloi [June 25, 2014 - 1:54 am]: Check out our old posts on the subject for some fun reading: <a href="http://z6.invisionfree.com/Reality_Shack/index.php?showtopic=57&#038;st=0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://z6.invisionfree.com/Reality_Shack/index.php?showtopic=57&#038;st=0</a>
Hoi Polloi [June 25, 2014 - 2:39 am]: Oh, I just realized our present iteration of the thread is probably a better starting point: <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=28&#038;t=452" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=28&#038;t=452</a>
ab [June 25, 2014 - 5:34 am]: @smj: can you put that gold in a thread at forums.fakeologist.com?
ab [June 25, 2014 - 5:45 am]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/site-backups/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/site-backups/</a> please seed the latest torrents
smj [June 25, 2014 - 9:21 am]: @ i'd like to, but i can't find an appropriate thread. and since my computin' powers begin with copy and end with paste, i'm afraid to start a new one.
Carole Thomas [June 25, 2014 - 10:46 am]: Beauty tips strictly for us gals! 8) <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wwb5UeWmSd0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wwb5UeWmSd0</a>
simonshack [June 25, 2014 - 11:34 am]: @smj: "the Gimmick!" :-)   Oh my - what a priceless find, smj ! I'll make a post about it in Cluesforum if you don't mind - of course  giving due credit to you for this gem... From the Dictionary: "GIMMICK: a device employed to cheat, deceive, or trick"...
smj [June 25, 2014 - 11:38 am]: @simon do i mind? of course not, it's an honor.
simonshack [June 25, 2014 - 11:45 am]: :) Thx! Oh dear - i just LOVE it... I've always hated to call the 'thing' the "atom bomb". Now we can just call it "The Gimmick"! :P
smj [June 25, 2014 - 11:48 am]: that's what the 509th called 'em; so i don't see any reason why we can't.
smj [June 25, 2014 - 11:51 am]: i must give ian greenhalgh some credit for this find. he was my inspiration.
Carole Thomas [June 25, 2014 - 11:52 am]: @smj It is a brilliant find. I've already started to use The. Gimmick too - in conjuction with the Fiasco - see my comment here :) <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/23/lyin-tist-fermi-went-to-lunch/#comments" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/23/lyin-tist-fermi-went-to-lunch/#comments</a>
smj [June 25, 2014 - 11:58 am]: @carole i saw your comment; and i will drop the term fiasco as often as possible on the unsuspecting public. i'm thinking of going to the liquor store and asking for some cheap wine in a pretty fiasco.
smj [June 25, 2014 - 12:08 pm]: on second thought i'm gonna save the cheap wine in a pretty fiasco line. that's a pretty good accidental metaphor. i'll probably end up using it at a strip club and nobody will know what the hell i'm talking about, as usual.
ab [June 25, 2014 - 12:40 pm]: @simonshack: @smj: Simon make a pretty post, I'll link to it.
Banazir Galbasi [June 25, 2014 - 12:45 pm]: Markus responds to Ab's post: <a href="http://recordings.talkshoe.com/TC-17245/TS-843312.mp3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://recordings.talkshoe.com/TC-17245/TS-843312.mp3</a> Go to about 2:06 in.
Banazir Galbasi [June 25, 2014 - 12:49 pm]: 2:06:22 to be exact.
Carole Thomas [June 25, 2014 - 2:53 pm]: @smj -seriously, you should start a forum topic. How about entitling it " The Great Atomic Gimmick" . If it goes viral, Tom Cruise in the lead role as Enrico Fermi? We just need a love interest? some dizzy atomic blonde. ... <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5ya6KuGyPI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5ya6KuGyPI</a>
smj [June 25, 2014 - 5:18 pm]: @carole  i might give it a go tonite starting a thread; but i'd rather think about the screenplay.  i was thinking maybe shooting something in black and white, with fermi, looking for inspiration to create  and/or reminiscing about his past gimmicks and escapades. i want it to have the feel of 81/2, so we are gonna need lot's of blondies.
Carole Thomas [June 25, 2014 - 5:26 pm]: @smj I'm working on the film posters already. this is the direction I'm going:-) <a href="http://longstreet.typepad.com/thesciencebookstore/2011/03/miss-atomic-bomb-the-a-bomb-in-popular-culture-comics-cakes-and-god.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://longstreet.typepad.com/thesciencebookstore/2011/03/miss-atomic-bomb-the-a-bomb-in-popular-culture-comics-cakes-and-god.html</a>
smj [June 25, 2014 - 5:29 pm]: that's perfectly felliniesque. i bet miss atomic bomb sounds even better in italian.
Banazir Galbasi [June 25, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: How about 'The Fermi Fiasco', starring Tom Cruise?
Banazir Galbasi [June 25, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: Let's throw Christopher Walken in for good measure too, he's always good. :D
smj [June 25, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: maybe there should be a fakeologist screenplay thread?
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: <a href="http://www.theatlantic.com/infocus/2014/06/2014-national-geographic-traveler-photo-contest-part-ii/100764/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theatlantic.com/infocus/2014/06/2014-national-geographic-traveler-photo-contest-part-ii/100764/</a>  CAN ANYONE REALLY BUY some of these "photos"?
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 7:39 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: actually about 2hours 8 mins in at the end
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_as_the_Devil" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_as_the_Devil</a>
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: The 18th-century Anglo-American philosopher Thomas Paine wrote in The Age of Reason that "Whenever we read the obscene stories, the voluptuous debaucheries, the cruel and torturous executions, the unrelenting vindictiveness, with which more than half the Bible is filled, it would be more consistent that we called it the word of a demon, than the Word of God."
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: <a href="http://www.wildheretic.com/is-the-moon-an-optical-illusion/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.wildheretic.com/is-the-moon-an-optical-illusion/</a>   Lord Steven Christ keeps it real  "Pretty sure the moon is more than a reflection/projection/hologram. I do admit itâ€™s possible that they are projecting a hologram OVER the real moon. My guess is that they have mounted surveillance equipment on the real moon and donâ€™t want amateur astronomers picking up on the apparatuses on its su
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: up on the apparatuses on its surface, which would indicate the grossly exaggerated size of the moon. (from 2,000 miles wide to perhaps about 50-100 miles wide).
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: 7 = 3 = G @freetofindtruth.   Here's their source.  <a href="http://www.phoenician.org/phoenician_alphabet.gif" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.phoenician.org/phoenician_alphabet.gif</a>
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: 9 is the "sun cross" good stuff
Jan Erik Hansen [June 25, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: @derealium: in the 8th Century to found the Catholicus Ecclesia (Catholic Church) was Yehovah (Yahovah, or Jehovah), any text that uses such names as YHWH (Yahweh) or the Persian name for Satan and Sabaoth called â€œGodâ€�, â€œLord Godâ€� or â€œGadâ€� is the height of blasphemy and in open defiance of the true original teaching of both Imperial Christianity
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:29 pm]:  break it on down to plantation english tho
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: I gotcha, Jan. Yahweh = Yahoo the purple and gold search engine, and Yahweh was the Persian name for Satan. Yes, everyone worships Satan. lol
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: hey @freetofindtruth. I searched for "son of sam hoax" and your entry was the only one that came up. this was after I saw a breakdown of SamSunG.
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:48 pm]: Samael (Hebrew: ×¡×ž×�×œâ€Ž) (Severity of God) (also Sammael or Samil) is an important archangel in Talmudic and post-Talmudic lore, a figure who is accuser, seducer and destroyer, and has been regarded as both good and evil. It is said that he was the guardian angel of Esau and a patron of the Roman empire.   <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samael" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samael</a>
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: Son = 19+15+14 = 48 = 12 = 3
    of = 15+6 = 21 = 3
    Sam = 19+1+13 = 33
        Son of Sam = 3 3 33
David Berkowitz was apprehended, bringing the summer of fear to an end, August 10, 1977. Let us reveal the truth, with the numerology of this date.

    August 10, 1977 = 8/10/1977 = 8+1+0+1+9+7+7 = 33
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: I'm thinking there has never been a serial killer...ever.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: Are God and Satan twins?  NASA might have the answers <a href="http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2014/10apr_twins/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2014/10apr_twins/</a>
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: gold, johan.  the Kelly twins. ahaha
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: I cant figure out if they are real or not
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: i KNOW they have been seen together on tv so many times but what does that mean
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: Not only was the commander of the IS(i)S married to Gabby Giffords, he also has a twin.  ahem She is Arizona's first Jewish congresswoman
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: I don't know either Johan, but coincidence piles disturb me.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: they are not the first astronots to have twin brothers  <a href="http://wkcurrent.com/twin-talents-p513-71.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wkcurrent.com/twin-talents-p513-71.htm</a>
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: lol. I give up and assume they ain't from 'round here.       Gerry and Larry Griffin
By Irene Van Winkle
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: Gerry was lead flight director for lunar landings of Apollo 12, 15 and 17. This expertise later made him a perfect choice as technical advisor on the film, â€œApollo 13,â€� with further work on â€œContactâ€� and â€œDeep Impactâ€� where he also had acting parts.
â€œApollo 13 was very well done,â€� Gerry said. â€œContact was different, just science fiction...."
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: HA
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: HA
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: HA fo sho
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: Amazing how these NASA goofs are natural actors and showmen all the time.  I thought it was policy to hire introverts for space missions to avoid personaality and ego conflicts
derealium [June 25, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: It really does amaze me. I have enough problems understanding earthbound deceivers. NASA frauds blow my mind. I can't even..  All I know is I have to work tomorrow.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: tru dat...i wish i had a twin to send to work for me!
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: That was a good show with Simon Shack and commentary on the SeptemberClues soundtrack. It would have been nice to hear great rock bands do a similiar show on the radio about their albums, bands like Rush, Yes, and Led Zeppelin. How they made their recordings, what instruments they used, etc. Zeppelin recorded some songs in farm houses and such.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: I was blown away when i saw Floyd  from the first row seeing all the various methods and instruments they used to make their music...never could have imagined some of the tools they used
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: Daum. Floyd was great. Front row seats ... priceless.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: @jimbo: it was almost too close to see the whole show but making eye contact with the band periodically was pretty sweet
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: its not hard to see the sham that is the World Cup anymore... <a href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/world-cup/10918321/Football-match-fixing-deal-casts-cloud-over-World-Cup.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/world-cup/10918321/Football-match-fixing-deal-casts-cloud-over-World-Cup.html</a>    Ghana has been exposed as agreeing to take part in international football matches organised by match fixers.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: â€œThe referees can change the matches every time. Even in England it does happen,â€�
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: The other day during the World Cup match a player bit another guy on the shoulder. It may have been staged to add some drama to the 'show'.  Reminds me of that boxer who bit part of an ear off of what's his face. Perhaps some drama there too.
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: @jimbo: i remember that
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:26 pm]: @jimbo: im sure simon would like to chime in on that...no way italy could suck as badly as they did
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:26 pm]: @jimbo: wasn't that Mike Tyson?
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: oh yea, on Evander HOllyfield
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: see... same story.,. just changing it up.
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: like a harlequin romance.  story stays the same.  they just change the names.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: haaha thank god I dont know that reference more intimately
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: World Cup Opener Scores Record Rating For ESPN is all you need to know about it...
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: Haha. Harlequin romance novels. People just eat it up. Some just bite it off.
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: @simonshack:  good morning!  you are up early.  off to sleep here.  :o)
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: @jimbo: lol!
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: @jimbo: :-):P;)
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: I played soccer at a high level in Canada (see: irrelevant) for 20+ years...if I ever behaved the way these pros do now my coach would have put a cigarette out on my face...zero integrity and a laughable model for our children in sports
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: these are not athletes anymore they are athletic whores
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: Brian Tuohy is the authority on this matter  <a href="http://www.sportsonearth.com/article/78997916/#!X9oSG" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.sportsonearth.com/article/78997916/#!X9oSG</a>
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: please try and get this guy on the show again Ab he was a fantastic guest
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: Michael Jorden and Magic Johnson are given space on the court and a hands off policy so they can look good and make points. So that's how that works.
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: Magic Johnson tests positive for AIDS but never has any symptoms. Interesting.
Videre Licet [June 25, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: @jimbo: truly interesting
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: there is the magic right there
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: i know people with H
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: HIV AIDS...they are only sick when they take the meds and only get diagnosed for it if they do heavy drugs (same thing) and have questionable sexc habitws
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: Haha. It must be his Magic 'Johnson'. I think the elite like to play with words.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: there is no such thing a a "retro" virus...thats like saying its a "white" black
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: if aids was sexually transmitted we would all have it by now...but nobody does...cause its a cash grab and a hoax
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: the "virus" is even to small to be stopped by a condom...so what is the point of that?
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: The main thing about aids is never fall for the diagnosis and take the AZT drug. It is a death dealing chemo med.
Johan Backes [June 25, 2014 - 11:59 pm]: its just the left over garbage from the viral cause of cancer research in the 60s n 70s, unmitigated poison
jimbo [June 25, 2014 - 11:59 pm]: If a friend of mine ever wanted rides to the chemo treatment center I would say no, I can't support that treatment as safe and effective. I think it is in fact a huge money making fraud. But then I would become the bad guy. Sheesh.
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:02 am]: I have a friend who just got through chemo for cancer in his face and lymph area...the "treatment" burned the inside of his mouth and sinuses so badly that he has not eaten solid food for TWO FUKIN YEARS and all his teeth rotted from the inside and fell out.  these people are barbarians
jimbo [June 26, 2014 - 12:24 am]: I have heard that oncologists won't take the cancer treatment themselves since they see what it does to most of their patients.
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:36 am]: So much for the hippocratic oath, why not prescribe clean water and fresh foods instead of poison and radiation...scumbags
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:37 am]: Hippocrates, a physician of Greeceâ€™s Golden Age, had one foot in scientific reason and the other in the power of natural healing. He believed that the task of the physician was to help the healing process along rather than to take it over.
jimbo [June 26, 2014 - 12:39 am]: It should be the hypocrite's oath or the scumbags oath. All medical doctors should be expected to take their own medicine.
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:43 am]: We would see some change indeed
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:44 am]: I find it telling that doctors are rarely in good condition themselves...
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 12:49 am]: The Rockefeller foundation ties into and controls the American Medical Association and the public educational system through textbook publishing.  The Rockefeller family got started with the help of the Harriman family, the Whitney's (Eli Whitney's family) and Standard Oil of New York (SONY), now Exxon.
columjaddica [June 26, 2014 - 1:00 am]: Mass-casualty incident at electronic music show. Involved drugs. Article cites witness *I couldn't make this up* "Roisin Saratonion". <a href="http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2014/06/25/many-hospitalized-garden-concert/76Re9atwB1goSGELaC3oyL/story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2014/06/25/many-hospitalized-garden-concert/76Re9atwB1goSGELaC3oyL/story.html</a>
columjaddica [June 26, 2014 - 1:01 am]: Of course this person does not exist, and search engines lead you to articles about increasing serotonin levels. I gotta take a look at some of the other names
ab [June 26, 2014 - 5:33 am]: @Johan Backes: you're on a tear tonite. good stuff.
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 10:01 am]: @ab: thanks bud, back to my phoney work day I can Eddie Haskell through, but first some notes on @columjaddica: article
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 10:04 am]: 29 people were reportedly hospitalized :? the concert, which was scheduled to end at 11 p.m :O Roisin Saratonion, 18 B) EMS responded 8:30 p.m :( ranged in age from 16 to 25 (77) ... these numbers showed up sequentially :important:
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 10:10 am]: a comment on said article...Giermund06/26/14 06:41 AM
I can tell you from my first-person anecdotal evidence that there were never ambulances lined up outside of the Garden following a Queen concert or Van Halen or Yes or Kiss etc. Not that I ever saw.
Videre Licet [June 26, 2014 - 2:44 pm]: <a href="http://time.com/2926987/charles-bothuell-hln-son-basement/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://time.com/2926987/charles-bothuell-hln-son-basement/</a>   Bahahahaha!!!!  If this doesn't make it onto Saturday Night Live...
Videre Licet [June 26, 2014 - 2:47 pm]: ROFL!!!
Tom-Dalpra [June 26, 2014 - 3:47 pm]: @Videre Licet: 8o
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 4:16 pm]: @Videre Licet: This is pure comedy gold...the dog searched my basement, the cat searched th basement, baby jesus searched my basement!!!
Tom-Dalpra [June 26, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: He says 'Oh shit' under his breath. Not 'Thank God, I'm so sorry'.  utterly absurd, he should be relieved. His reaction is absurd.
Tom-Dalpra [June 26, 2014 - 4:32 pm]: @Johan Backes: Interesting Tuohy link. I played a bit ( soccer) too, in England. The fix interests me. I  feel Tuohy has a perhaps limited position, but still interesting info.
Tom-Dalpra [June 26, 2014 - 4:49 pm]: Belgium v South Korea watch. Camera goes to group of young girls (10year olds maybe) Belgian fans with 'devil horn'  headdresses. The world gets the picture
Videre Licet [June 26, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: 8o
columjaddica [June 26, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: @Johan: Thanks for lookin at the numbers. Right now I could use some MDMA, my serotonin levels are low. Not that bunk stuff those mass-casualty kids took
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: try craigslist...ask for Molly...and now some more 911 Tower goodness  <a href="http://youtu.be/NZ0nnrJ_ZH0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/NZ0nnrJ_ZH0</a>
Johan Backes [June 26, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: <a href="http://www.dose.com/lists/2612/13-Celebs-And-Their-Stunt-Doubles-You-Won-t-Believe-Which-Guy-Has-a-GIRL-Stunt-Double?best_of=2575" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dose.com/lists/2612/13-Celebs-And-Their-Stunt-Doubles-You-Won-t-Believe-Which-Guy-Has-a-GIRL-Stunt-Double?best_of=2575</a>
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 12:13 am]: Everythiing is an illusion, but its all we have for now  <a href="http://youtu.be/8Cll_yZcaZw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/8Cll_yZcaZw</a>
Carole Thomas [June 27, 2014 - 1:49 am]: @Videre That film is priceless. love the pranchor's raised eyebrows:-)
Videre Licet [June 27, 2014 - 3:00 am]: @Carole Thomas:  Pure entertainment!  :-)
Videre Licet [June 27, 2014 - 3:01 am]: Ah the numbers!!!
Videre Licet [June 27, 2014 - 3:01 am]: Dad Searched Hot Car Deaths 

Police in Georgia investigating the death of a 22-month-old baby have found disturbing Internet searches made on Justin Ross Harris' seized computers. Harris' toddler died on June 18 after he left him unattended in an SUV for seven hours in the sweltering heat
Videre Licet [June 27, 2014 - 3:03 am]: <a href="http://time.com/2931366/hot-car-death-toddler-georgia-computer/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://time.com/2931366/hot-car-death-toddler-georgia-computer/</a>
smj [June 27, 2014 - 8:20 am]: <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1725" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1725</a>  ----- the latest imbroglio at the italian space agency.  simon's conclusion--the agency is fraud.  it seems to me that the asi is a self-confessed fraud.  their former satellite launch site in the formosa bay off the coast of kenya was re-named for the "italian von braun", one luigi broglio-- born 11/11/1911.  ask the nice folks at google to
smj [June 27, 2014 - 8:21 am]: translate the word broglio for you.
smj [June 27, 2014 - 8:33 am]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broglio_Space_Centre" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broglio_Space_Centre</a>   the luigi broglio launch-site is a converted drilling platform in the friggin ocean.
Carole Thomas [June 27, 2014 - 9:45 am]: @smj Another briliant find- both "FRAUD" and "RIGging":D This is a bit of an imbroglio, non Ã¨ vero?
Carole Thomas [June 27, 2014 - 9:46 am]: PS smj - you must create a forum topic:)
smj [June 27, 2014 - 9:52 am]: @carole   thanks,  i like libero's stuff on cluesforum. things that make you go hmmm.  i might try something like that.  maybe something like. what's in a name.
smj [June 27, 2014 - 11:24 am]: here's a pic of broglio 'con il mitico' von braun.       <a href="http://scienz1.blogspot.com/2011/03/50-anni-fa-litalia-in-orbita-fra-i.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://scienz1.blogspot.com/2011/03/50-anni-fa-litalia-in-orbita-fra-i.html</a>
Shady Pica [June 27, 2014 - 1:22 pm]: <a href="https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=VxViD0VOLm0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=VxViD0VOLm0</a>. Thought point about flag was interesting. Can't seem to find the first "our flag" publication on web.
Banazir Galbasi [June 27, 2014 - 1:23 pm]: Cramming nationalism down our throats: <a href="http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/o-canada-beer-fridge-opens-only-for-canadians-who-know-anthem-1.1887236" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/o-canada-beer-fridge-opens-only-for-canadians-who-know-anthem-1.1887236</a>
farcevalue [June 27, 2014 - 2:31 pm]: I found an interesting string of atom bomb hoax entries by a identified as Ghostwriter: <a href="http://engforum.pravda.ru/index.php?/topic/250336-atom-bomb-hoax-revisited/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://engforum.pravda.ru/index.php?/topic/250336-atom-bomb-hoax-revisited/</a>  Thorough analysis of some of the original documentation.  It's so ridiculous, I can't believe how invested I was in the fear.
Rollo [June 27, 2014 - 2:36 pm]: @derealium ...Just re-watched "Das Leben Der Anderen" after our chat on JC6......maybe there is no room for friends in Fakeology
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: <a href="http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/37821/title/Genetic-Roots-of-the-Ashkenazi-Jews/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/37821/title/Genetic-Roots-of-the-Ashkenazi-Jews/</a>  Most Ashkenazi Jews, traditionally believed to have descended from the ancient tribes of Israel, may in fact be maternally descended from prehistoric Europeans.
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 3:21 pm]: Khazara-zara whatever will be...
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 3:29 pm]: Ashkenazi Jewish women descended mostly from Italian converts, new study asserts <a href="http://www.geneticliteracyproject.org/2013/10/08/ashkenazi-jewish-women-descended-mostly-from-italian-converts-new-study-asserts/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.geneticliteracyproject.org/2013/10/08/ashkenazi-jewish-women-descended-mostly-from-italian-converts-new-study-asserts/</a>
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 3:39 pm]: ooking for research studies about forcible exile of Jews from the area now bordered by modern Israel, and its surrounding regions. He was astonished that he could find no such literature, he says, given that the expulsion of Jews from the region is viewed as a constitutive event in Jewish history... more in the "What Jew call me" thread
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 3:43 pm]: <a href="http://youtu.be/j5s_trEBcbU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/j5s_trEBcbU</a> on 19th century Invention of the jewish kingdom based on judaism
Jan Erik Hansen [June 27, 2014 - 4:06 pm]: Sandy Hook: Dirty Judges Bankers and Lawyers  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae29YIdi6Tk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae29YIdi6Tk</a>
Johan Backes [June 27, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: "nationalism is a technology of diffusing historical knowledge without evidence" -Shlomo Sand
smj [June 27, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: @farcevalue  nice link.  ghostwriter has been putting in work. that is an impressive critique of the nuclear gimmick.
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: @Rollo  we fakeologists are far too suspicious of our fellow (alleged) humans and ridiculed by them so much that many of us are driven to self-medicate if not to the brink of insanity they accuse us of occupying.     :)
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: But I consider you all my friends, if I've spoken to you, or actually just given the fact that we see the world through the same lenses.
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:15 pm]: I really look forward to the Utoya topic. That's a big one for me with what, 77 dead, and a mysterious psychokiller.  good topic
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: That was the biggest one since 911 it seems?  Right on Jan's turf.
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: Unicorn Lady  taught Boston what bombs do.   <a href="http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/01958/line_1958778c.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/01958/line_1958778c.jpg</a>
derealium [June 27, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: lady to the right...<a href="http://blog.screenweek.it/multimedia/posts/2007/08/TommyLeeJones_TwoFace.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://blog.screenweek.it/multimedia/posts/2007/08/TommyLeeJones_TwoFace.jpg</a>        where do these things come from?
Videre Licet [June 27, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: Moved... as I see us in this TED Talk:  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NENlXsW4pM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NENlXsW4pM</a>      :o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o):o)
Banazir Galbasi [June 27, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: For Rollo and other hockey lovers (former or otherwise): <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu0NIBAUz5w&#038;feature=kp" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu0NIBAUz5w&#038;feature=kp</a> One of our favorite numbers makes a surprise appearance near the end too.
Johan Backes [June 28, 2014 - 2:33 am]: How NASA corrects the ISS in orbit using no fuel at all!!  I donthave time to dissect this atm but there are some precious tidbits in here... <a href="http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/274.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/274.html</a>
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 3:16 am]: Who let this Looney Tune into the Club ---------&gt;   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifDsf2PxvB8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifDsf2PxvB8</a>
Carole Thomas [June 28, 2014 - 3:17 am]: Ah yes, @derealium, I'd totally forgotten Unicorn lady8o
Tom-Dalpra [June 28, 2014 - 9:38 am]: @Rollo: what a beautifully put-together, autobiographical piece of film-making that is. The author paints a serene picture of life in a tree-house.
Videre Licet [June 28, 2014 - 9:39 am]: @Rollo: You're looking good Rollo!
Videre Licet [June 28, 2014 - 9:39 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: :-)
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 12:23 pm]: Yep...@Videre I am looking great..I don't need to be told ...JK....had a little too much Yeast Urine today.....anyhows that was for Fakeologist Fellows and Sheilas only.....a reminder....in just under 12 hours the Dustban Wagon will riding LIVE &amp; EXCLUSIVE with the master of Obfiscation (JK) OBF....and they'll be taking calls in the 2nd / 3rd hour........dont miss out
Jan Erik Hansen [June 28, 2014 - 1:46 pm]: @derealium:  Was like one mile from the epicenter of the bomb blast in Oslo on 22/7.11. But there was a lot of anomolies in the events reported by the PROPAGANDA machine TPTB have the masses belive in ! :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [June 28, 2014 - 2:55 pm]: (Michael)le Obama is a Man, I say yes, Final answer <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZmI_CHaySQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZmI_CHaySQ</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 28, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: Miche is a bloke. Will it come out? How big will it be? It nearly came out here :  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qVVA44yfYE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qVVA44yfYE</a>
Tom-Dalpra [June 28, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: The explanation I read for Bill Hick's transparency in this film is '3rd or 4th generation vhs reproduction from 1981' I dunno. Was that normal? Seems weird. <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXho9bs54Gk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXho9bs54Gk</a>
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: very interesting point tom..
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: that doesnt sound right unless they purposefully re edited it that way.. i would need to research transparencies on vhs more to be sure but yea i see your point
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: seems to only affect his hair
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:40 pm]: i couldnt understand what he was talking about on first listen
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: except when he talked about his hair
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: lol john cleese apparantly gives him a great review on amazon for "bill hicks agent of evolution" JC and i were talking about cleese in those tv license uk propaganda vids
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: Review
â€˜I thought he was the most intelligent, most liberating social and political comic I had ever, ever heard.â€™ John Cleese
Dustyash [June 28, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: hello folks Banazir asked me to send a message that we will running a little bit late tonight for dustban  Ep-18 Banazir has some unexpected company over so as a result the show will be delayed instead of 7:00pm it will be 7:30 or 8:00pm. Thanks a lot! cheers
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: thanks for the heads up....
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: ready!
Tom-Dalpra [June 28, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: Is there a call?
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: dustban momentarily give or take 30 minutes he said
Banazir Galbasi [June 28, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: starting in a few minutes
Banazir Galbasi [June 28, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: sorry guys, busy day!!
aralsea [June 28, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: Live stream?
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: Here we go
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: streaming
Jacqueline [June 28, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: @Rollo: do you have the link ?
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:19 pm]: <a href="http://s2.fakeologist.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s2.fakeologist.com/</a>
Jacqueline [June 28, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: @Rollo: thanks Rollo - I was over at Talkshoe - now it's better :)
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: good
Banazir Galbasi [June 28, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: hear us ok?
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: perfect
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: mark check one two
Dustyash [June 28, 2014 - 11:34 pm]: OBF article <a href="http://onebornfrees911researchreview.blogspot.ca/2014/05/911-video-victim-fakery-andthe-matrix.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://onebornfrees911researchreview.blogspot.ca/2014/05/911-video-victim-fakery-andthe-matrix.html</a>
Rollo [June 28, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: How to dissappear?...Join the DCP
Banazir Galbasi [June 28, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: my Skype contact if anyone wants to call in later: banazir2980
marksman [June 28, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: "War has become the educator and education becomes war."  - Marshall McLuhan
Dustyash [June 28, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: calls are always welcome
Dustyash [June 28, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: in fact we encourage you to call in
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:01 am]: There is a rather tenuous division between war as education and education as war.... There is no question here of values. It is simple information technology being used by one community to reshape another one. It is this type of aggression that we exert on our own youngsters in what we call "education." <a href="http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/225117.War_and_Peace_in_the_Global_Village" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/225117.War_and_Peace_in_the_Global_Village</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 12:15 am]: still hear us ok?
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:15 am]: yep
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:15 am]: yup
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 12:15 am]: cool beans
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:16 am]: you guyz sound FAB!!!
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:16 am]: The Fab 3...gday fake friend
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:16 am]: abFAB!!!!
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:17 am]: he is
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:17 am]: LOVE you too my FAKE friend:favorite:
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:18 am]: (before my time);)
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:19 am]: <a href="http://www.mphpa.org/classic/COLLECTIONS/OR-JGOR/07/Pages/ORP-JGOR-017.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.mphpa.org/classic/COLLECTIONS/OR-JGOR/07/Pages/ORP-JGOR-017.htm</a>
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:21 am]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_Project#mediaviewer/File:Oak_Ridge_Wise_Monkeys.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_Project#mediaviewer/File:Oak_Ridge_Wise_Monkeys.jpg</a>
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:21 am]: They filmed that down under....looks closely at the areal shots...cars driving on the left
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:22 am]: lethal weapon 2 was a good sequel
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 12:23 am]: I like Ace Ventura 2
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 12:23 am]: yes, very good. terminator 2...
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:24 am]: heh...cmon Aral...take him up on it
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 12:25 am]: Dude its a good movie watch it again. It has the Somalian Genocide predictive programming
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:25 am]: Hunt the Boeing
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 12:27 am]: I can only remember Jim Carey...coming out of a Rhinosaurous's ass
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:27 am]: shanksville and killtown good reference
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 12:28 am]: Exactly, with the family watching and ready to vomit...how about parking the car crashing it...monopoly guy etc
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:28 am]: and fly straight down was eyewitness testimony right like 90 degree
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 12:29 am]: 45 <a href="http://killtown.blogspot.ca/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://killtown.blogspot.ca/</a>
Dustyash [June 29, 2014 - 12:41 am]: <a href="http://www.therealnewsonline.com/radio-archive.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.therealnewsonline.com/radio-archive.html</a>
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 12:47 am]: I lost the stream
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:48 am]: i still hear it...
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:51 am]: we are hardwired to believe 8o
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:55 am]: we have a
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 12:55 am]: British Guy too... Right Tom?
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 1:01 am]: redlettermedia.com review of star trek <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWLGH0VHUVs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWLGH0VHUVs</a>
marksman [June 29, 2014 - 1:05 am]: lenon honor the borg agenda
Videre Licet [June 29, 2014 - 1:07 am]: banazir sounds great here
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 2:06 am]: Thanks for listening everybody. Sorry about the sound at the end. it may need trimming.
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 2:06 am]: @marksman: Love the redlettermedia movie reviews, they're hilarious. especially the star wars prequels. good one!
ab [June 29, 2014 - 6:15 am]: start shortly
ab [June 29, 2014 - 6:15 am]: connecting with Simon
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 6:19 am]: good stuff
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 6:20 am]: good morning
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 6:22 am]: spent the day learning Norwegian
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 6:23 am]: great, are you doing the translation - dal cast - you are versatile
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 6:24 am]: check 1 2 working fine
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 8:32 am]: Isn't it good "Norwegian Wood"
ab [June 29, 2014 - 8:34 am]: I can now not understand one word! I am not responsible for what's being said!
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:35 am]: I learnt Norwegian today...makes perfect sense here :)
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 8:35 am]: All "Greek"  to me
ab [June 29, 2014 - 8:35 am]: @Rollo: lucky guy! I heard Brevik
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:35 am]: Download the Norwegian to English App
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 8:37 am]: Translation" Ace Ventura 2 is a modern classic"
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:38 am]: Ive heard people rubbish Simon Shack saying he doesnt speak multiple languages....this puts paid to that
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:40 am]: first time ive heard you Aral today on DB18...It was nice to put a voice to your sage words
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:40 am]: AV2 a classic indeed
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:41 am]: Ab a fertilizer bomb can only make a crater
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 8:41 am]: @Rollo: thanks (blush) :-) I usually cant make it for those calls, Nice to chat with you guys too. too bad it had sound probz
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:41 am]: cannot damage a building ..only break a few windows
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:44 am]: its gimmick :)
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 8:52 am]: If the Nutwork doesnt hang together, They'll be hanged separately
aralsea [June 29, 2014 - 8:53 am]: Ace Ventura <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zs8LIzObfH4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zs8LIzObfH4</a>
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:06 am]: Burnt Steaks?....go Vegan!.....lsaw Simons home grown Produce and the meal he made....that was good stuff
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:08 am]: we just provide the "Unobtanium'  oops Uranium
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:10 am]: Reminds me of "A Fish called Wanda"....Ab enjoying the Norwegian Lingo....:)
Jan Erik Hansen [June 29, 2014 - 9:17 am]: <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.dagbladet.no/2014/03/14/nyheter/drap/politikk/32299860/&#038;usg=ALkJrhjgL6dcQO8ICNkT2AF95vS0IkSr8w" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.dagbladet.no/2014/03/14/nyheter/drap/politikk/32299860/&#038;usg=ALkJrhjgL6dcQO8ICNkT2AF95vS0IkSr8w</a>
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:17 am]: Michael Moore too much of a Pussy to show the Collapses in his film....Fuck that Guy
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:22 am]: I clapped at the end of Farenheit 911....and In Plane Sight....and 911 Eyewitness...and Loo$e Change.....all crap
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:28 am]: ISIS coming to a country near you.....
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:43 am]: Hoooray No Fear...Good Message to end with.....Good Show Ab
ab [June 29, 2014 - 9:46 am]: @Rollo: thanks ... what was your latest video about? saw the website link...
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 9:48 am]: have a look..it was because things were so fucked up last week....with the fakeologists getting upset...I want them to be happy...so I filmed a bit of my one man party with TommyDs Friend
ab [June 29, 2014 - 10:01 am]: @Rollo: ok I see.
Rollo [June 29, 2014 - 10:52 am]: Yup....nothing too serious....No Fear Ab...great ending to ep114
ab [June 29, 2014 - 10:58 am]: @Rollo: :-)
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 3:09 pm]: How was it for you?
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: Been busy singing for my supper, excellent to have the latest episode to kick back with. Thanks fellas.
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 4:12 pm]: Really like the show so far. Simon is becoming more relaxed on the mic and we're starting to get his full value.
Tom-Dalpra [June 29, 2014 - 4:14 pm]: what the f do i know!?
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: Anglo-hate but it's a more ancient brotherhood of snakes, running these ops for some golden age icecream pipedream. of course they take launch assaults from the most powerful and "new" nation they hadn't ruined yet.  7 +22 + 2011 = 33. missed that one.
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 4:41 pm]: a unicorn woman reference @ 1hr34min.  "icecream cone sticking out of her head."  jinx
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 4:46 pm]: I wonder the purpose of releasing pictures of Breivik in his masonic regalia?  I still wonder if Breivik even exists or if he's Benjamin Button
ab [June 29, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: @derealium: don't think he exists no. he's the all-Norwegian hate-boy composite.
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 5:22 pm]: @ab   I agree and that's a big leap to imagine he didn't exist, so I understand why that wasn't a major point of discussion.  I think I heard Simon say that "Breivik is a SIM" in Norweigian. kidding.. Jan did tell me he thinks Breivik may be a sim on hoaxbusters.
ab [June 29, 2014 - 5:28 pm]: @derealium: i don't think it's a big leap at all. I think it's a bigger leap to think he'd be real in this day and age. Maybe 30 years ago as I said, not now.
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: @ab:  it's not a big leap for us, but the average Joe would just laugh at the suggestion. I know because I still try to present these ideas to average people. I also agree with you about the MandaBury, Knight, and DeJesus kidnapped girls. It really worries me that the sims are coming to life.
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: Here's a test, someone tell the roundtable Canadians, freeradiorev, policestateradio, 49th, etc, that Breivik was a SIM. Now, they know about Sandy Hook and Boston, so they are already fringe in comparison to even alternative media
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 6:02 pm]: <a href="http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/tv/barbara-walters-interview-father-ucsb-killer-article-1.1822653" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/tv/barbara-walters-interview-father-ucsb-killer-article-1.1822653</a>       Barbara Walters coming out of retirement to interview Santa Barbara mass murdererâ€™s father   lol
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: make it stop.   Got that from Junglesurfer.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK-SefqF3fc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XK-SefqF3fc</a>
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 6:13 pm]: jterry
3 hours ago
Have you looked at actor Sebastian De Souza who works with the Simon Astaire agency? This agency is linked to the shootings via the photography taken of the 2 dads together.
Looks to me that Sebastian De Souza is our very own Elliot Roger. ï»¿https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Sebastian+De+Souza&amp;client=firefox-a&amp;hs=Kjj&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;channel=sb&amp;source=lnms&amp;tbm=isc
derealium [June 29, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: marketing/popularity ideas for fakeology.  will make you feel good about your fellow alleged humans.   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVV3IjBpSpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVV3IjBpSpg</a>
Banazir Galbasi [June 29, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: Dust Ban 18 is finally up for download. Thank you for your patience. <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/29/dustban-18/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/06/29/dustban-18/</a>
columjaddica [June 29, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: Damn derealium, that guy does look a lot like Elliot Rodger.
Carole Thomas [June 30, 2014 - 8:24 am]: DOUBLE SPEAK-DICTIONARY OF TERMS. Keep IT handy , especially when watching US Media
<a href="http://engforum.pravda.ru/index.php?/topic/117624-double-speak-dictionary-of-terms-keep-it-handy-especially-when-watching-us-media/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://engforum.pravda.ru/index.php?/topic/117624-double-speak-dictionary-of-terms-keep-it-handy-especially-when-watching-us-media/</a>
derealium [June 30, 2014 - 8:15 pm]: @columjaddica: yeah, I normally don't agree with "this guy looks like that guy" and goldbuggery, but I saw that comment on jungle's Bawbawa Wawters video because the likeness is obvious in this case.  Also, Simon Astaire went on some mainstain channel talking about Elliot, close friends of the family...Astaire a PR guy for royals
derealium [June 30, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: hoaxbusters on in 4min allegedly
Dustyash [June 30, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: I enjoyed the chat earlier this afternoon Ab it was nice thanks
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 12:34 am]: International Space Station magic numbers: "ISS" in the English Ordinal system equals 47 (9+19+19), "ISS" in the English Reduction system equals 11 (9+1+1). Good one NASA. 8)
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 12:37 am]: Bill Clinton It Depends on what the meaning of the word is is: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4XT-l-_3y0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4XT-l-_3y0</a> ISIS anyone?
Carole Thomas [July 1, 2014 - 5:21 am]: no wonder they just use digital these days - too much work! <a href="http://aanirfan.blogspot.de/2014/05/larken-rose-on-wacky-conspiracy-theories.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://aanirfan.blogspot.de/2014/05/larken-rose-on-wacky-conspiracy-theories.html</a>
Carole Thomas [July 1, 2014 - 6:04 am]: Scroll down to video. Nightmares at Elm Street Guesthouse: ca 50 min mark we learn more about Princess Di coronor plus a host of other nasties <a href="http://www.scriptonitedaily.com/2013/12/18/uk-establishment-closes-ranks-as-organised-paedophile-network-leads-back-to-no-10/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.scriptonitedaily.com/2013/12/18/uk-establishment-closes-ranks-as-organised-paedophile-network-leads-back-to-no-10/</a>
UNreal [July 1, 2014 - 8:04 am]: Just saw this little newsarticle and then watched the 2minutes clip,, is the main character CGI ?? CGI everywhere now ? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxVZYiJKl1Y" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxVZYiJKl1Y</a>
UNreal [July 1, 2014 - 8:05 am]: news-story: <a href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/25/whats-on-your-mind-facebook_n_5529288.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/25/whats-on-your-mind-facebook_n_5529288.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 3:22 pm]: Advertising on the Fetzer forum: <a href="http://radiofetzer.blogspot.ca/2014/06/stew-webb-david-robinson.html?showComment=1404239144702#c7142697139986576571" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://radiofetzer.blogspot.ca/2014/06/stew-webb-david-robinson.html?showComment=1404239144702#c7142697139986576571</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 1, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: I see Anders Lindman on the Fetzer forum still droning on.
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: He seems to get ignored, even over there. :-(
Tom-Dalpra [July 1, 2014 - 5:54 pm]: poor boy. Changing subject USA get clear chance in the last moments and the flag went up. He missed it, but he was clearly on-side.
Tom-Dalpra [July 1, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: world cup saccer
Tom-Dalpra [July 1, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: siccer
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 6:09 pm]: *snigger
Tom-Dalpra [July 1, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: epic game, as it goes. Great effort from the US side.
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: Some soccer numbers from Zach: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-vincent-kompany-and-belgium-world.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-vincent-kompany-and-belgium-world.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: And here too: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-vs-311-belgium-vs-usa-decided-in.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-vs-311-belgium-vs-usa-decided-in.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 8:37 pm]: It gets better with the NRA: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-national-rifle-association-and-arn.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-national-rifle-association-and-arn.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: One more music one for Dusty: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/47-buddy-holly-and-day-music-died-how.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/47-buddy-holly-and-day-music-died-how.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: Zach dont forget 'groundhog' equals 55, 'groundhog day' equals 139 and 'crickets' equals 88 or 34 in reduction.
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: For Zach and I'll shut up now: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__48P1Fbjm8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__48P1Fbjm8</a>
ab [July 1, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: My favorite counting vids - the Baker series <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ix6ORnW0z0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ix6ORnW0z0</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: Good one Ab. Is that Jim Henson playing the baker? It certainly sounds like him.
Rollo [July 1, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: @ab My Favourite &lt; spelt correctly..is this one...<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tpfStmB614" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tpfStmB614</a>
Rollo [July 1, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: they kinda go together :)
Banazir Galbasi [July 1, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: They 'hang' together.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 6:42 am]: Go Ab/BAn Got me thinking of my Favourite Cartoon is a Kiddie...this was difinitley the one ----&gt; <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyP-x0WCseI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyP-x0WCseI</a> ....such a Groovey Tune too....
elsushidelamancha [July 2, 2014 - 4:07 pm]: Have you guys seen this? the IMF chief de merde Christine Lagarde is talking about some serious occult numerology stuffs in that speech done in January 2014. Sick...Shall we expect something coming up on 2014/7/20 ? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYmViPTndxw&#038;feature=youtu.be" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYmViPTndxw&#038;feature=youtu.be</a> 8o
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 5:01 pm]: do you remember this one rollo? <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKYs-N7VAhg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKYs-N7VAhg</a>  one of my favorites growing up.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: cmon Pete...."FAVOURITES".....Get it Right...Call in on Saturday Night Rawlo so I can correct your misspelling A$$......
ab [July 2, 2014 - 6:37 pm]: @Rollo: getting wound up for Saturday are we?
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: Heh...a WEE Little bit.....Fucking Mi$$pelling Irishmen &lt;---apart from you Videre Ban Dusty and a multitude of others....Pete is my Favourite Fake Friend
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 7:00 pm]: Boston's tiny dancer happened to comment on a video of a dancer who uses crutches well before the Boston marathon.  She always looked simmy to me, it's all just another Act in the psyopera I suppose.    <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhRDzm-U7aw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhRDzm-U7aw</a>
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: @ab: can't believe you're not having the RAWCALL on America's Independence Day. We got out from under Queenie's thumb for sure, wish I could say the same for Canadians and Aussies.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: my bad rollo. I went and el kabong-ed myself there...
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 7:39 pm]: you are much loved 'round these parts, my friend.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 7:40 pm]: Stop that....No Love Bombs here....Fuck you :-*
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 7:43 pm]: i think they're making it all obvious on purpose too, but unlike @PeterShea: I think it's to create division between the conspiracy crowd, not to bring in the Age of Aquarius or whatever newage bollocks.  ;)
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 7:51 pm]: the conspiracy crowd seem to be coming together now more than ever derealium, but I understand your point of view.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: That'd be great. I wouldn't really know since I was banned from Icke's forums for pointing out how stupid the fake Woolrich machete-op was.  Could it be an attempt to further alienate all of us from the vast majority of people who have no idea then?
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: up yours too rollo! :P  you ventured into blackbutte lately mate?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: When you start looking at vic(s)tims, then you're turned into the bad guy.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: CU Next Tuesday Pete....ooops Saturday....will be G00d
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:00 pm]: @Rollo: I see what you did there. It's on friday, July 4th, America's independence from the lizard Queen.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:01 pm]: I have considered this, and that could very well be the case derealium. we have all known ostracization from otherwise well meaning family and friends, but I feel there is much more to the story. colour me crazy, but I still cling onto the hope that I am correct in my reckoning.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: im still a little cold on you Drerailer mo fo....causing all that trouble with JC....how can ab forgive you so quickly....Im not sure on that one....
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: @rollo; i'd gladly pay you Tuesday for a hamburger today!
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: veggie burger Mo Fo
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: I only caused chat trouble and they missed my sarcasm. I pled for Rollo amnesty from Ab
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:04 pm]: i don't think the PC police has hit us tough, independent from the Queen, americans as hard as it's hit her colonies.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:05 pm]: I enjoyed listening to you on that JC show derealium. not too sure what all the commotion was about but would like to hear more from you on air.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:05 pm]: It was too easlily forgiven.... that what JC's pissed about....me tooo...drunken convo is one thing....calling people morons 2 minutes after the conversation endsss is another...so you might want to shut the fuck up
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:07 pm]: oh, I see. being two-faced is not a becoming characteristic.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:08 pm]: I was being sarcastic, because I was being a moron and didn't even bring up the topic I wanted to talk about.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:08 pm]: I cant make you Grow Up De Real....you have to do that for yourself....
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: I didn't mean anything by the post in chat, other than making fun of myself. I was shocked they took it seriously.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: Dickhead...you know what you were doing!!!....who feels for JC?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:12 pm]: thanks tho @PeterShea:  I drank too much and couldn't put together a solid sentence and people were bugging about my fan.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: we are all in the same boat here. and it doesn't do for the boat to be rock-ed. it seems a misunderstanding took place and has been put straight.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: I get drunk too Dickhead
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: I've apologized to JC on Skype 3 times, apologized to everyone on this chat as soon as Ab unmuted me....even though I was just messing around.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: who calls people morons 2 minutes afetr they've finished talking to them?...
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: Did I call JC a moron?
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: I like JC rollo. he is a good man.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:16 pm]: derealium...either your a fuckwit or something else....listen to the lat 5 minutes of this -----&gt; <a href="http://recordings.talkshoe.com/TC-90337/TS-875085.mp3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://recordings.talkshoe.com/TC-90337/TS-875085.mp3</a>
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:18 pm]: and maybe a bit of forgive and forget is called for rollo, you honest and passionate aussie sheep enthuasiast, you...or maybe not (I am not too sure as to the true nature of the issue).
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:18 pm]: DR Grow Up...I cant make you do that...you have to do that for yourself.....DB18 is also worth a listen
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:19 pm]: Pete you better be there Saturday Night....Keep me on my toes
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: I've said all I have to say about the topic. Maybe earlier in the week Videre accused me of being Markus or a mind-controlled Markus slave, who knows
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:22 pm]: Maybe that's why I decided to talk for the first time in a long time, and I was annoyed.
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: Calgary Amber Alert. Any tears?: <a href="http://bc.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.1893955" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://bc.ctvnews.ca/video?playlistId=1.1893955</a>
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: i thought I heard my name...
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: O:-D
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:24 pm]: @derealium: you didn't sound annoyed....  There is a recording to prove it
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: Hey the gang is all here hey everybody cheers
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: I wasn't and that's why I was making fun of myself in this tiny chat with sarcasm, the lowest form of humor, and there's audio to prove it.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: sure thing rollo. hey videre! hey dusty!
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: @Videre Licet: Hey Videre yeah those nasty recordings they can be a doosey lol
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: hey peter
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: Maybe JC was reading comments from Banazir about..tumbleweeds or such
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: Wow, rollo, got the team on speed dial?
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: cobwebs and tumbleweeds and  tumblewebs and cobweeds..
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: @derealium: it only appears that way
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: @derealium: "Maybe that's why I decided to talk for the first time in a long time, and I was annoyed."..."I wasn't and that's why I was making fun of myself in this tiny chat with sarcasm, the lowest form of humor, and there's audio to prove it."
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: @derealium: alot of double-speak
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: @derealium: it's like you're not yourself
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:31 pm]: :D
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:31 pm]: "maybe"
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: @derealium: are you sure MarkA$$ doesn't have a firm grip on your keyboard?
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: Cmon Pete....I cant see you on Skype...lets have a quick Chat...make yourself known to me.....:)
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: maybe you're all holding a grudge over some stupid things I said in a sarcastic drunken mode
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: @derealium: your comments don't match that really nice boy we had on JC#6
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: can't we all just get along? is there a suspicion derealium is markus allen? me no trust markus allen too good.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: @derealium: you seem pretty sober 5 mins before your cutting remarks
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:34 pm]: I've never even spoken to Markus and I surely don't pay for his archive.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:34 pm]: @derealium: how does that happen?  from zero to nasty in 5 min
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: I was making fun of myself, it's a low self-esteem thing.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: @derealium: He said that you were in a conversation with him on Skype that night during Chris' hoaxbusters
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:36 pm]: i thought you people would see it. Me blaming Johnny for not bringing up a topic I wanted to talk about.  No...I was talking about myself.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:37 pm]: @Videre Licet: who, markus? he's seriously bullshitting you then. I bought skype credits shortly before talking to Johnny.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:37 pm]: @derealium:  When i mentioned it got really quiet in Chris' chat where Nettwork and MrCool were dominating the discussion
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:38 pm]: @derealium: he said:  [6/16/2014 7:41:02 PM] Markus Allen (TruthIn7Minutes.com): It got quiet because they're all talking to me on Skype right now... we're just about to end our call.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: You're trying too hard, I've never spoken to Markus. I'm better at communicating through typing yes.  "maybe" I have assburgers
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:40 pm]: @derealium: I think the bullshit is coming from all angles...
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: @derealium: I didn't try at all -- they were his words -- not mine
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: @derealium: Hey derealium if I may say something or a piece of advice when you are engaging talking to others on here just be careful because due to the nature of what we are talking about people are pretty sensitive and suspicious of others very quickly,,, so you may want to demonstrate and consider little more proactive attitude.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: @derealium: MarkA$$ burgers or 2 personalities
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: :D
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: I don't even know how to see my skype #, tell me how and I'll give it to you
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: @Dustyash: You are always too kind Dusty
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: @Videre Licet: Welllllll okay I accept that thanks
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: @Dustyash: How did your hump day go?
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: @Rollo:  Are you still up my friend or did you find time for a nap?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: Videre...is trippin. I talked to Ab over a year ago, Chris a few times briefly, and to JC once.  Her Markus paranoia is epic. What did he do to you?
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: Nebraksa!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: @derealium: over it...  I enjoy Marku$ and then entertainment he has to offer. :P
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: @Rollo: hearin' it!!!   TONIGHT!!!
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: heh
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: "the" entertainment he has to offer.
Dustyash [July 2, 2014 - 8:47 pm]: @Rollo: Nebraskaaaaaaa!!!!!!! Yeah hey Rollo
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:47 pm]: how do I find my skype #? call me up rollo and videre
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 8:47 pm]: still cant see pete...where is he....Skpe wise...cmon Pete where are you?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: oh, that's right, I'm markus or a markus slave, he gives me a dollar for every conversation I have in a year
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: @Rollo: he may have drifted off...
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: steven.nc
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: that's my number
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:04 pm]: I have yet to vaccinate either of my sons but the govt, big pharma and fake media keep keep making it harder for me not to do so.  The SC recently ruled in favor of NYC vac policy over an individual's rights
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: Who will call up me? Nobody. Who can see it like me? Nobody. Nobody baby. Markus doesn't know who Keith Sweat is.   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMar1ifzdmk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMar1ifzdmk</a>
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: is the vaccine compensation fund real?  Has anybody got any slam dunk info on vaccine fakery - I know they run fake outbreak stories all the tiume here in nyc
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:07 pm]: It's all about money @Shady Pica:
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: It just boggles my mind that if vaccines really work then why should anyone be afraid of catching any maladies?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: I know you'd like a better explanation or investigation, but we're all pretty hopeless
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: @derealium: yeah I know but its so hard to talk to people about it
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: they start calling you a conspiracy theorist but I see it as an open a conspiracy as there is
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: it just seems like you are taking more of a risk by taking the vaccine then not taking it
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: Since the first National Vaccine Injury Compensation (VICP) claims were filed in 1989, 3,621 compensation awards have been made. Over $2.7 billion in compensation awards have been paid to petitioners, and over $112.1 million have been paid to cover attorneys' fees and other legal costs.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: To date, 9,769 claims have been dismissed. Of those, 4,811 claimants were paid over $62.4 million to cover attorneysâ€™ fees and other legal costs.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:13 pm]: Don't know if that's truly real but that's what is says on the govt website
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: You're out of my scope of study @Shady Pica: but I understand your concern. Sorry man. Take what you've learned and piece it all together for your decision. It's not your fault if you end up being wrong or something happens here on Satan's planet.
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: @shady; the name you think is yours is in fact crown corporation copyright property. everytime you use it, you are engaging in fraud and have no standing. governments/corporation can only deal with the legal name so by using it, you come under their jurisdiction. when you assert that you (nor your children) are the legal name, they can have no sway or authority over you, the living soul.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: Satan is the biggest psyop of all time
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: <a href="http://www.kateofgaia.wordpress.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.kateofgaia.wordpress.com</a>
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: Nah, Satan and his minions rule this planet.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:27 pm]: @PeterShea: that sounds familiar -  I think I've read about this before somewhere - what is your source for this info?
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: Peter: I read the first part of someone's e-book that mentioned the legalize your referring to - it had a statue of liberty on the cover.  Do you know the name by any chance?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: Maybe rejection of the Lord of Earth, Satan, has led to your indicision about this vaccine hoax.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: You may be right by I follow similar philosophy to that of OBF's.  I try and wear the systems as a loose garment.
ab [July 2, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: @derealium: I work on July 4 - this is Canada after all. The US is just as much under the City of London than any other Anglo American country, so I wouldn't get too excited about your "independence".
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: ok delirium - lets not sermonize your fellow free thinker
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: See attackers, @ab: totally missed my sarcasm too. As did Shady Pica. I'll only say things in the most straight forward manner from now on
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: Maybe I'll just shutup like a dickhead.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: @derealium: had no idea you were joking
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: @derealium: no offense taken - i'm just happy to communicate with people I believe to be human that know about all the psyops
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: @Shady Pica: I'm realizing this in rapid succession.  I need to make use of smileys more often
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: @derealium: no sweat dude -  there are assholes everywhere you go -
ab [July 2, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: @derealium: Honestly, I can't play referee. I'd prefer if you all would "take it outside" to the backup chat at fakeologist.chatango.com to work out your kinks. I enjoy this chat for links and fakery discussion. Editing out the battles is annoying. You asked to be reinstated to apologise and you did, which is great - so I think everyone here can drop the issue at fakeologist and carry on away from the site. There's too much to do!
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Rollol instigator
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: Rollo started calling me a dickhead and suddenly 5 people popped up in the chat. Steve Irwin Stingray
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: @shady; all is revealed at the website link I posted. here it is again; <a href="http://www.kateofgaia.wordpress.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.kateofgaia.wordpress.com</a>  a good place to start is with 'babylon is fallen', under the 'kates writings' section. it is a lot to digest but herein lies the key. I can't help you with the book title you seek though.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 9:46 pm]: @PeterShea: Go raibh maith agat
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: TÃ¡ fÃ¡ilte romhat, mo chara.  @derealium; I got the joking around mate. it is not always obvious though. limitations of the typed word in limited context, I guess.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: @PeterShea: Faigh scuab agus nigh do chuid fiacla
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: we are all friends here, fighting the good fight. and with that, i'll say goodnight.  :favorite:
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: :favorite:
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: @PeterShea: you're the wind beneath my redbull wings.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: <a href="http://i2.wp.com/vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/062.png" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i2.wp.com/vigilantcitizen.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/062.png</a>
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: @videre haha! I didn't know you had irish in you! (an old chat-up line would be to go up to a girl and ask if she had any irish in her. if she responded in the negative, you would ask her if she would like some! :O)
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: never worked for me though. :-(
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: @derealium :-)  whatever the redbull giveth, the redbull taketh away. 'No wings for you!' :P
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: @Banazir would you like a FuCK
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: ?
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: No.
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: Can you lie down while I have one
Rollo [July 2, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: :)
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: (boys are so imature:-*)
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: :-)
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: Oh allright then. ;)
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: 8o
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: don't do it banman. he is a shellfish lover. when he is finished he just rollos over to sleep.
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: Mind if we ask Peter too?
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: rofl:-(
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: Go on, be a dear
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: I been down that road before mate. I don't play second fiddle to aussie sheep!
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: not anymore anyways!
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: :-)
Banazir Galbasi [July 2, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: No Pete, you're the stand up bass...
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: I am not a fish!
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: :-*
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: anymore
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: :-* back at you videre. my face is washed and my teeth are brushed. ;) :D
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: <a href="http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/iraq-turmoil/rising-star-isis-has-chechen-background-fierce-reputation-n146466" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/iraq-turmoil/rising-star-isis-has-chechen-background-fierce-reputation-n146466</a>
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: @PeterShea: I love you Pete~!  ... my dear fake friend:favorite:  Love your teeth~
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: can you get any faker than the Chechen rebel guy?  He is the poster boy for a make believe villain
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: hes 28
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: number of wealth - more money for the crooks
PeterShea [July 2, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: I love you too videre. :favorite:
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: seems like they are expanding the skin colors of the terrorists too. We have white and black ones now too.
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: at the forefront
Shady Pica [July 2, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: in iraq
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: reset Boston's tiny dancer happened to comment on a video of a dancer who uses crutches well before the Boston marathon. She always looked simmy to me, it's all just another Act in the psyopera I suppose. <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhRDzm-U7aw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhRDzm-U7aw</a>
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: Hey @ab, I can't believe that you're not having the RAWCALL on the 4th of July, where a bunch of fucking masons claimed independence from Great Britain. Benjamin Franklin, Hellfire Club Vanilla Sky member was highly involved in this declaration of bullshit.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: Watch Vanilla Sky @dustban
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: @Shady Pica: everyone worships Satan.  <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/what-jew-call-me-zionist-scapegoat-redux-thread/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/what-jew-call-me-zionist-scapegoat-redux-thread/</a>
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: When I think about Nukular power, I think about the tiny building on engineer row at my university, the only one with card-security. I never had a class with any of them and never saw anyone go into that building. And I often took a break and lunch out there waiting for my next class.
Videre Licet [July 2, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: @Hoi Polloi:  Sent you a Skype msg
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: Accusing him of markusry?
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: I'm pretty sure that Videre is Markus' wife. Kidding..  marCus does think that the cluesfolks are shills tho I reckon
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: no1died no1gothurt
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: Hey Rollo, dickhead, your idea of metal is from a Britney Spears prospective. You wouldn't know metal if it bit off your wurst.
derealium [July 2, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: Log on out if you don't wanna talk. drip drip
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:04 am]: @Videre Licet: @Banazir Galbasi: @Rollo:  conspiracy
Videre Licet [July 3, 2014 - 12:05 am]: ;)
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:07 am]: @Banazir Galbasi: @Rollo: conspiracy
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:08 am]: fakery exposed
Videre Licet [July 3, 2014 - 12:08 am]: @Banazir Galbasi: @Rollo: Fun Night Guyz!
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:08 am]: they're not here. lol..fakers
Videre Licet [July 3, 2014 - 12:09 am]: ttfn:favorite:
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:09 am]: Marcus minions probably
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:10 am]: has hoi polloi ever spoken in this chat or to you videre?
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:14 am]: 12:11 I'm the only one in the chat. 12:04   @Videre Licet: @Banazir Galbasi: @Rollo: conspiracy
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:17 am]: I see why you all wanna attack me...
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:20 am]: I already advised tim aka ab irato of your behavior, same tactics I see, I knew it was only a matter of time before you showed your true colors to all again, hopefully you get banished permanently this time :D
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:21 am]: what are you talking about?
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:21 am]: my last comment was to "derealium aka network aka steven aka so sad!"
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:23 am]: my behavior go ahead and explain
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:23 am]: johnny done left and banazir is back. I think you people are the Network
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:25 am]: oh oh now ban has left but I am here, conspiracy eh? anyone with a brain knows we are 2 different people , well besides you :D
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:25 am]: go johnny go
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:25 am]: 12:11 I'm the only one in the chat. 12:04 @Videre Licet: @Banazir Galbasi: @Rollo: conspiracy
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:26 am]: they all disappeared withing 7 minutes. Why play with me, I've apologized and explained myself.
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:28 am]: lol you need a lesson in apologies bud, u were sorry for drinking nothing more, I know it, you know it, vegetable lasagne knows it !:D
derealium [July 3, 2014 - 12:30 am]: agh, i was being sarcastic in my post in the chat, as demonstrated tonight, people don't read me like that in words. So I apologize in any way you'd like me to. I didn't mean it and was bashing myself.  But Ab doesn't want to see this shit in his chat and you people are messing with me, so I'll just go away
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:31 am]: this isn't 4th grade bud, then everything will be awesome
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:39 am]: in my time here, only ppl who have talked a fair bit personnaly use sarcasm with fellow fakeologists,which is understandable, but you trying to tell me you are good friends with videre or ban or rollo? plz, son,  as  far as I see it 3 strikes bud, you struck out, you did long ago with your game playing but ab can decide on your fate here, u were decent on my call then 2 minutes after, you lash out
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:42 am]: at me, m show and other fakeologists calling us all morons? was that another attempt at sarcasm? failure son, I know what you are up to, this type of fakery is not needed, we fakeologists, real ones deal with enough fakeness, we don't need your immaturity nonsense "sarcasm" here bud, just my opinion
JohnnyClues [July 3, 2014 - 12:58 am]: one last thought @de-rail-um.... most on this chat are very nice and kind to each other and have respect, you telling me you do? sorry but "Johnny isn't buying it!"(johnny's catchphrase) :-)
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 7:59 am]: The shocking fake life of. Elliot "Jazz" Rodger.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wi16Ui30t-o" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wi16Ui30t-o</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 3, 2014 - 8:19 am]: Israeli mom smiles, "lost" her child   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5TlM1xlORQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5TlM1xlORQ</a>
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 8:19 am]: Boston crisis actors - good compilation   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03UMewFYD6w" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03UMewFYD6w</a>
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 8:23 am]: @ Jan "Duping delight" - yeah, that always exposes them in the end:D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 3, 2014 - 8:29 am]: @Carole Thomas:  Yes ! those types like to LIE and think its fucking funny to them that the HERD buyes the CRAP they serve !
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 8:31 am]: Brain test on Boston Hoaxathlon - notice the "survivor"'s name - Jarrod. Clow(n)ery8) <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oULizGwOBng" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oULizGwOBng</a>
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 8:39 am]: More on "duping delight".
Carole Thomas [July 3, 2014 - 8:39 am]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5oeY2MUYms" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5oeY2MUYms</a>
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 11:35 am]: It would be lovely if SS came on the Rawlo calll this Saturday Night....
Videre Licet [July 3, 2014 - 11:41 am]: Good morning/evening/afternoon my dear fake friends!!!:favorite:
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 11:41 am]: 911 is going to go oFFFFFF!!!!!!!!!!
Videre Licet [July 3, 2014 - 11:42 am]: Yippppeeeee!!!
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 11:43 am]: you bet....lets Super Duper Stir this Fucking 911 Pot
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 11:44 am]: you skyping @ the moment my sweet?
Banazir Galbasi [July 3, 2014 - 4:18 pm]: Perhaps derealium's comments should be permanently moved into the section for which he is named: Graphitti Wall and.... On air you seemed to make a welcome addition but your fingers tend to put your foot in your mouth. Now try and guess if I'm being sarcastic or not.:|
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:25 pm]: I can't get over pica being a condition where people eat shit - shady.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:26 pm]: respect to you. I have nothing against you. I'm just being honest. I really find that name dodgy!
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:27 pm]: It's just I've looked after people with pica in my job. It's messy!
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:28 pm]: other than that, I love the name. Cue further irony test!
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:29 pm]: I love everyone. It makes me sad tro see fighting.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:30 pm]: Pica is short for hot or spicy in Spanish dialects. It also means itch in Spanish dialects. Why not focus on contributing rather than trying to assassinate a pseudo name?
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:30 pm]: well, I think I was doing it respectfully.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:31 pm]: I've engaged you in a straight way haven't I? If I feel uncomfortable with that name I have a right to chat, I think.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:32 pm]: Haha.  Ok - are you the English musician?
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:33 pm]: yes you seem to be a strand up guy.  But had no idea about the pica meaning.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:33 pm]: Yep. Perhaps we got of on  the wrong foot. That was all. Clear the air thing. I apologise for my reaction to the name. I think you're alright.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:33 pm]: I meant stand up. Sorry on a bus now on my mobile.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:33 pm]: off
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: You too. Like your posts
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: me happy now
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:35 pm]: haha
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:36 pm]: how many people can you actually talk to about the fakery ? I have only my wife to talk to and she sometimes thinks I'm nuts.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:37 pm]: Yeh, I've got no one really. Everyone thinks I'm crazy!
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:37 pm]: Thats why I'm on this site. I need to remind myself I'm not in need of medication
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:37 pm]: do you ever play in the states?
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:39 pm]: I've never played in the States. Had a tour booked once 40 dates. Got cancelled at the airport -( true story!). Would have loved it.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:40 pm]: I'm not trying to wake anyone up anymore but it would be nice to carry some sort of bullet point presentation with
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: I used to be really confused. Now I'm getting nearer to being able to sum it up simply.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: I know what you mean I think.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: Every time  I turn the news on, there are so many fake stories it's really hard to keep following them all.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 4:45 pm]: Thanks for the chat Shady.
Shady Pica [July 3, 2014 - 4:45 pm]: ok dude. I'm getting off soon.  Peace.
PeterShea [July 3, 2014 - 5:44 pm]: i don't think you are crazy. I think you are super cool. verily.
PeterShea [July 3, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: last comment to Tom.
Banazir Galbasi [July 3, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Well, well, well. DustBan goes elsewhere: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/dustban-radio-contribution-power-of-web.html?m=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/dustban-radio-contribution-power-of-web.html?m=1</a>
ab [July 3, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: you're famous!
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: He has also BEGUN to investigate the numbers.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: begun or began ban? I'll be gone!
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: Is Fame the aim of the Game?
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: It's the name of the fame game. Personally I'm here to become unknown.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: cool that nthose guys are sharing ideas.  Ab's commenting like a dumbass father --''ooh well done. you'lkl be famous''
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: Good man Tom....always know what to say champ
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: That's the beauty of the truth my dear kind friend
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:40 pm]: Amen Sister....my bearded LadtFriend....Rolf has been finally stiched up...or has he? your thoughts?
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Ladyfriend I cant type
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: Rolf Harris and his 'tiny' - Daily Mirror penis?
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: He couldn't hurt a fly with that thing.
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: Thats the one.....he could paint it bigger :)
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 9:46 pm]: He did that stuff, but how do you want to spin it? You're a cooler guy than him mate. Not as good at drawing but...
Rollo [July 3, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: what exactly did he do?,,,we're not told....fumbling and feeling a few breasts....fuck me ....we dont get the whole story...he painted the Queen for christ sake....he musta screwed the pooch somewhere...
Banazir Galbasi [July 3, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: Sorry guys, I cant been seen here with you anymore. Im Big Time now as Peter Gabriel has suggested. Zach was right the numbers are all powerful.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: <a href="https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151894986620820&#038;set=vb.667015819&#038;type=3&#038;theater" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151894986620820&#038;set=vb.667015819&#038;type=3&#038;theater</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: haha :D well, to be fair, Ab's giving him good promotion. There's no reason you can't spread the net of interest.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: Harris appears to have been a known sexual pest with children for years. It was allowed.
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: Then they hang him out to give the illusion of accountability
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: He's 83. It's sad. The Royals are implicated in this. It makes us see perhaps they're not so 'in control' as they may appear
Tom-Dalpra [July 3, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: I dunno
smj [July 4, 2014 - 8:01 am]: the googlex lab that supposedly gave us the self driving car and google glasses is run by dr.strangelove's grandson, astro. the lab likes to refer to their little projects as 'moonshots'. 'tis a strange world.   <a href="http://astroteller.net/biography.php" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://astroteller.net/biography.php</a>
smj [July 4, 2014 - 8:14 am]: dr. strangelove's take on the apollo 'moonshots'. it seems logically inconsistent, but it is interesting nonetheless. go to about the 4:45 minute mark in the interview.     <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8uZKs0Pv68" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8uZKs0Pv68</a>
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 9:21 am]: @smj Strange interview indeed. Teller seems to have a forked tongue. "These kids know that the moon landing is a fraud." Deadpan irony:-)
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 9:44 am]: Its Funny my Nick-Nickname used to be Out of Controllo....so now with all these new terms to me like Shills and Trolls....Controllo has troll in it......Im looking forward to Saturday night Rawlo
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 9:54 am]: hi Rollo - talking about trolls I think you as a fellow  colonial - I'm from Wales, the first. English colony:-) - will be amused by MP Dennis TROLLING THE QUEEN . ( Warning - men in tights!) <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bCSPGPQYLc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bCSPGPQYLc</a>
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 10:21 am]: yep if you get upset with anything i Type or Sa y Just call me tRollo like that Shill Simon Shack :) .... just relistening to the Spetember Clues Party episode.....
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 10:34 am]: Shills sow seeds of dissension. They follow their own agenda without making any contributions. Simon is the opposite of a shill.
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 10:35 am]: he's the man...but we can't blow too much smoke...He might get a big Head///
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 10:53 am]: Simon and Ab are the men:) God,  I sound like a groupie8o
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 10:57 am]: its ok...only Natural to gravitate to those brave enought to tell the TRUTH
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:00 am]: or Closer to the truth...as best as we can get from TV and the internet
simonshack [July 4, 2014 - 11:28 am]: huh? Did i call Rollo "tRollo? When? :|
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:30 am]: Please call in saturday night @ 911....help me out its going to be a hotbed
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:34 am]: Im on your side...if thats what this fucking game is all about
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:37 am]: @Rollo: side?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:37 am]: yup
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:37 am]: sides
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:38 am]: were all on the same side...unless you play soccer
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:38 am]: or baseball
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:38 am]: @Rollo: gonna put on your fake armor?
simonshack [July 4, 2014 - 11:38 am]: Well, the summer weather here is hot enough - thank you very much - but I'll do my be best to get from a party, stay awake and join you guy (it will be 3:11 am for me...) Also, my pc and/or internet connection has been playing up lately - it is superslow (it took me forever just to type these few lines on this chat!)
simonshack [July 4, 2014 - 11:39 am]: "to get home from a party"
simonshack [July 4, 2014 - 11:39 am]: "you guys"
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:39 am]: @simonshack: unplug your router it for a few min
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:40 am]: ok champ...dont mistake anything i say...Im a Fan as ab says...but i dont like to be too much of a groupie
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:40 am]: @Rollo: I think I smell smoke &gt;:-D
simonshack [July 4, 2014 - 11:41 am]: @videre - thx, will try
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:41 am]: Gave that up years ago....JC still smokes
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:42 am]: @simonshack: power everything down... then plug in the router and then turn on your computer.
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:43 am]: @Rollo: I dunno... looked like you were blowing smoke...
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:44 am]: ok mt bestest Fake friend...apart from Simon Ban Dusty....who did i miss out?....Fuck the Rest
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:44 am]: Can I get Banned?
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:46 am]: @Rollo: Why would that happen?  You are our entertainment?:favorite:
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 11:46 am]: :o)
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:46 am]: Love Bombs....BOOM BOOM my sweat...
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:50 am]: @Vid youll be there 911 Saturday....Simon dont bother 3:11 in the morning for you.....sleep with some lovely italian / Australian/ English/ Groupies....let us get on with talking about your September Clues thingy
farcevalue [July 4, 2014 - 11:54 am]: Happy 7/4 everyone!  Flags, firecrackers and foot longs in the good ol' USA today...
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:54 am]: BOOM BOOM my Sweet........Get it Right tRolllo....my bad
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:55 am]: hey Farce call in Saturday Night champ
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 12:03 pm]: France Vs Germany ......Game on
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 12:05 pm]: is it all fake ...lets watch
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 12:16 pm]: Germany 1 - nil.....super fake goal
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 12:50 pm]: half time....Germany 1 France nil.......
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 12:52 pm]: I'm keeping my fingers crossed for Germany - fake or not:)
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 12:53 pm]: your an Aussie Germain....too much fun...Im going for the Froggies Now you said thT!
ab [July 4, 2014 - 1:21 pm]: <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/fakeologist" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/fakeologist</a> Trying out this store...try it in a while to see if you can order anything from it ...
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 1:22 pm]: @ab: what are fakery are you selling?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 1:27 pm]: I seee an empty shelf....Where are going with this?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 1:28 pm]: Germany 1 ...Froggies 0.......By the way...go you frogggies
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 1:55 pm]: Germany thro.......well done carlole.....fingers crosssed worded
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 1:55 pm]: worked....get it right
Carole Thomas [July 4, 2014 - 2:13 pm]: Everyone in  my neighbourhood is happy - dancing in the streets ( well sort of!)
marksman [July 4, 2014 - 2:21 pm]: Zazzle! Woot
marksman [July 4, 2014 - 2:25 pm]: Mark the merch man
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 2:54 pm]: Yes Carole. Although I know it's fixed, I don't know who the football is fixed for. It's still a surprise and I do still enjoy a good game of balls
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 3:32 pm]: <a href="http://www.complaintsboard.com/complaints/zazzlecom-c182987.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.complaintsboard.com/complaints/zazzlecom-c182987.html</a>
smj [July 4, 2014 - 4:12 pm]: @ carole  maybe it's his wit. all i know is i find the father of the hydrogen bomb and the grandfather of google's mad scientist inscrutable, but fascinating.  just like his so-called science.
ab [July 4, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/bumper_sticker-128485151625854553" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/bumper_sticker-128485151625854553</a>
ab [July 4, 2014 - 4:27 pm]: takes a while to stock the shelves
ab [July 4, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t-235510148147142755" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t-235510148147142755</a> tshirt
ab [July 4, 2014 - 4:35 pm]: First one to take a picture of themselves wearing swag gets on the top of the page.
ab [July 4, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/fake_hat-233893394385051588" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/fake_hat-233893394385051588</a> hat
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:12 pm]: Brasil 1 - Columjadica 0......this is where the fun begins.....tooo much fun stuff with the world game....top shelf shit
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: Seriously Brazil 1 vs Columbia 0
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:28 pm]: Brazil 2...Columbia Nil.......Great oal//
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:29 pm]: Great Goal
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:30 pm]: did you see my post last night Rollo. I call Brazil the obvious fix. might be wrong but here come the semis I reckon
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: In 20 minutes we'll know....I Dont give a crap...this is awesome entertainment
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: yeh, I enjoy it too, just if you got good at predicting, that can make you money. might as well try and use fakeologist ''inside '' knowledge. mfuckknows I'm skint
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: sorry, I forgot you like to suspend disbelief with some of this stuff darling
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: if everything goes to shit over there in Caimbridge you're always welcome + all your sexy girlfriends up in my tree house.....bring the Shackster 7 Ban too
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: press shift you idiot .........&amp; BAn too
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: haha hey penalty ! this could get interesting
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: yep
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: wanna bet?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: in or out?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: #10
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: no, I'm broke. I think anything could happen and enjoy not knowing really
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: it's saved
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: heh wrong
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: he's good that boy, been fouled out of it as bit too
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: fouled a lot
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: good one tho...had me
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: thought your feed was quicker than mine
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: great for the neutral :P
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: Brazil win this game 3 -1 anyone knows that
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: :o)
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: k
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: i'm just having fun. what time is it in Oz?
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:42 pm]: 9 minutes left ....we'll see
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: ahh time here is 7:43am....missed that post enjoying the round ball thing too much
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: 18 Red - knee in the back- man down
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: real...not fake
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: fake knee- he had an op last march
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: I could feel that
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: very nasty knee
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: heh...stop it Tom......No No Dont Stop...you're too much fun
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: how much additional time....5 minutes of mor Joy
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: Can Brazil get that 3rd goal?
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:51 pm]: break away with seconds to go
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:52 pm]: ooo
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:52 pm]: this is good stuff....ooo indeed
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: expecting a Bill he's slow......great Gag....if your getting the same commentary
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: English commentary here ITV
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: Poor Columbia....that was great.......Call in Saturday Night
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:56 pm]: 9:11pm....Rawlo...CU / Hear U Then my friend
Tom-Dalpra [July 4, 2014 - 5:57 pm]: may well do Rolls. later
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 5:57 pm]: cheera
aralsea [July 4, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: @ab: A good idea for fund raising Ab. But the bumper sticker is too hard to read with the yellow text &amp; graphics. Should just be the text like the baseball cap. easy to read from a distance.
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: Most people ive asked when they're wearing the NY cap.....Have no clue what they've got on their head
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: #notonemore   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JYfUyM3OGQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JYfUyM3OGQ</a>
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Are fireworks a specifically American thing? I do wonder. Real football is surely a specifically American thing. I assume that you are immediately arrested if you set off a firework or tackle someone in the Queen's lands.
ab [July 4, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: @aralsea: it's not for fundraising. the pittance it pays isn't worth the trouble. It's really just for those that want to spread the word or make a statement on what they think.
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: @them / they.....Fuck U
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: oops my bad..........they in that sence are on our side......my bad ab they are good guys and Gals.....Ill stop typing now......no more rawlo 4 a bit...
Banazir Galbasi [July 4, 2014 - 9:59 pm]: Rollo, you are honorarily banned. But its an honor so its ok. :favorite:
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 9:59 pm]: cheers bud
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: you/re amazing...just listening to the "Seal" tune
Banazir Galbasi [July 4, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: Ha, getting 'Banned' by me has a different meaning... And 'Kiss from a Rose' seems to imply my wife. Wait a minute...
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: Babe ay!  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aX79MY9t3XI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aX79MY9t3XI</a>  women always do it better.
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: The official count on nails, ball bearings, and beebees that lodged in Boston limbs is up to 33million.
Videre Licet [July 4, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: Whooo Hooo!  At the Fangels game in Anaheim tonight.:o)
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: Is a beer $33? I've protested July 4th for 3 years straight. Hunger and Boner strike.
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: I boo during the national anthem. It's amazing to me how every sporting event must begin with state-worship.
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: @all Fakeologists <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MH6JmwsRhS0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MH6JmwsRhS0</a>
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: Seal with Heidi Klum is a travesty, or is it hope.
Rollo [July 4, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: call in saturday Steve...your a good guy....Im the only moron here...dont paint the rest with same brush dude.....
derealium [July 4, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: I'm the moron and everyone hates me. Unforgiven for a few lines of drunken idiocy. I can't call in.
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:00 am]: You'll be right ...Forgiveness is part of this game we call life champ.....Some people do it quicker than others
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:07 am]: I'd prefer to just listen to the tension-free rawcall next week during my working sourhours. I'm claustrophobic.
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:12 am]: Tension-free....did you read abs "With Friends like these" / "Leave those Kids alone" post......there's going to be tension next week....!....unless "They" unleash that men in black mind wipe thing on us
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:12 am]: is markus going to guest here?
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:13 am]: hopefully
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:13 am]: fix this shit up...
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:13 am]: interesting...
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:14 am]: The name "markus" strikes fear into the hearts of fakeologists far and wide
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:14 am]: The raw call should be replaced with a 4 hr call between Markus and Robin
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:15 am]: Hello I'm Robert btw,
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:16 am]: (crickets)
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:17 am]: Hey Robert. Think I've seen you on Chris' chat a lot.
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:18 am]: yes, I enjoy talking with Chris
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 12:20 am]: I wish Robin would return...
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:20 am]: Why ask about Markus? I never know what's going on with the quarrels where his name always comes up.  But I've been known to be accused of being one of his minions (even tho I've never spoken to him) :)
aralsea [July 5, 2014 - 12:26 am]: DO NOT fear Markus...he is only another internet radio entity. If he is trying to EFF with AB well that is NOT good. But so far no harm has been done.
aralsea [July 5, 2014 - 12:27 am]: Hopefully any probz will b resolved. and Rollo we know you hav a good heart. peace BRO
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:29 am]: @Aral ..Right back @ ya....
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:30 am]: I don't even know where the beef began, nor do I care. Never heard about what happened btween Ab and Mark or Chris and Mark. all i know is I never hear mark talk any longer
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 12:36 am]: @derealium:  U are i think another sockpuppet of Markus LOL !!!
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:37 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: i don't think U think that
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 12:39 am]: Where's this guy been lately? Still a sim?  Brian S Staveleyâ€™ or countless vicsim-knowers that canâ€™t put up anything convincing even when aske
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 12:58 am]: Nice bumper sticker. It measures 11" x 3". Zach will be so proud. <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/bumper_sticker_bumper_stickers-128485151625854553" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/bumper_sticker_bumper_stickers-128485151625854553</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 1:00 am]: We all get to see what Ab looks like anyway. He's a model for Zazzle! <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t_tees-235510148147142755" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t_tees-235510148147142755</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:06 am]: On Baudrillard Simulacra &amp; Simulation <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5I6zZ2HIec" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5I6zZ2HIec</a>
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:15 am]: Hey Khammad!!!!! HOW have you been?!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:17 am]: Baudrillard - ideas and concepts  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80osUvkFIzI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80osUvkFIzI</a>
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:19 am]: What's the happs Jan-E?  ... No I didn't drink the beer.   ($10/ glass derailium)
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:19 am]: Hey back Videre! How the hell are ya?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:19 am]: @derealium:  Wel then mr sock puppet U are so wrong ! Am so tierd of scum who disurb this great palce of REASON ! U dont even go by a real name sock puppet fiction JOKE !
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:20 am]: Missed you..  too many snausages here.. ;)
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:20 am]: @Videre Licet: hahaha
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:21 am]: Am so tierd of this BS ! Its so sad that people are used to destroy this great place of REASON ! Money is powerful for scum without morals / ethics !
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:22 am]: @Jan E:  he's here to make you tired.  Don't give him a platform.
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:23 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Shills are good at exhausting us mentally.
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:24 am]: @khammad: just like snausages.&gt;:-D
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:25 am]: :D
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:25 am]: Would women shills behave the same as men shills?
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:27 am]: @Khammad:    we would make it all about them
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:28 am]: we wouldn't whine as much
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:28 am]: @JohnnyC <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56u6g0POvo0&#038;feature=kp" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56u6g0POvo0&#038;feature=kp</a>
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:28 am]: @Videre Licet: right?
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:29 am]: @Khammad:  we are still talking about the shills right?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:30 am]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thoughtcrime" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thoughtcrime</a>
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:30 am]: @Videre Licet: : yes, female shills, rare yet dangerous.
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:30 am]: Of course not  my dear dear fake  sna-... friends:D
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:31 am]: @Videre Licet: sna?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:31 am]: @Videre Licet:  Yes i guess ! But it is UNCOOL the ways of this FILT who comes here i think. Wil ignore it i HOPE !
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:32 am]: Sna....Friends on a Plane
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:32 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I hear ya... exhausting is what they are.
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:33 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I am sure Tim would kick any fucker off that is disrupting our mojo.
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:33 am]: Who said sna-usage?
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:33 am]: he doesnt....hes too nice
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:34 am]: @khammad: you go girl!
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:34 am]: fuckers need to be kicked out for a bit...like time out in Ice hockey
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:35 am]: @Rollo: I'm a girl, and girls are used to asking for help.  I can ask Tim.
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:36 am]: sorry dear....we havent been introduced.... Im Rollo
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:37 am]: I would so love to meet you all, Videre, Rollo and Jan Erik
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:37 am]: @Rollo: maybe that is what's happening when their bosses say they have to come spend time with us.  Must be a shitty job.&gt;:-D
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:37 am]: Nice to meet you...2 Lovely ladies here
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:38 am]: Im blessed
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:38 am]: @Rollo: It has been a few months, but we have chatted several times before.
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:39 am]: sweet...nice to chat again....call in 9:11 tonight...
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:40 am]: @Rollo: Yes, I should, you will want to hear my sultry voice.
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:40 am]: you bet
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:41 am]: you too, Videre, we must not leave you out
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:41 am]: not deep and booming as mine or simons thank goodness.......
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:41 am]: hahaha
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:46 am]: I will do my best to there tomorrow @6:11 PST
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:47 am]: you were ther for Simon Shack Music Party.....for 2 minutes.....your a woman of your word.....that was fun
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 1:49 am]: The Simon Shack Music Party was awesome.  I wished I could have participated live.
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:50 am]: @Banazir:  maybe we should do a pre-raw RAW... like the pre-game show they do before major sporting events
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:51 am]: I couldn't stay awake... the music was divine!
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:52 am]: yep SS and Ab are Awesome.....&lt;----I expect that to be redacted....no smoke blowing :)
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 1:54 am]: Hey Jan... maybe now that ab's done a Simon's music show... he can do a Marku$ sock puppet show.&gt;:-D
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:19 am]: Hi guys and gals. A pre-raw RAW? So like a frozen, live or recently slaughtered? Perhaps an appy salad doesnt sound as gruesome. Nevertheless I dont think I'll be able to manage it. (besides I dont want to spoil the main course!)
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:22 am]: Hi khammad, long time no speak. How ya doin'?
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 2:26 am]: @Banazir Galbasi: Im doing great, thanks. How are you?
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:33 am]: Fantastic. Great reply in the latest post. Well said. :)
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 2:34 am]: awww, thanks!
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 2:37 am]: Markus has a twitter account where he reposts every fakeology.com post.
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 2:38 am]: He reposts other stuff, but 90% is Ab's stuff.  I find that odd.
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:40 am]: Oops, you mean fakeologist.com.  O:-D
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:42 am]: Is that right though eh? Interesting.
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 2:44 am]: Sorry, Im nodding off. Catcha tomorrow perhaps? G'night! :favorite:
khammad [July 5, 2014 - 2:45 am]: Ya, sleep tight.
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 9:00 am]: Hello sausages
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 9:01 am]: it's Videre's fault.
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 9:01 am]: She's a little doughnut
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 9:08 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: well, you're simply wrong and these false accusations are getting tiresome. hardly anyone goes by their "real name" you might notice. I apologized for the only disturbance I caused. Ab should probably give a timeout to the next person who makes false accusations
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 10:08 am]: I was born in Sanford, NC, moved to Garner area when I was about 10. Have a B.S. in Biological Engineering with Environmental concentration from NC State. I've worked at the same company since graduating in 2005 on various flood studies and projects in Raleigh, NC.
derealium [July 5, 2014 - 10:09 am]: I have no affiliation to anyone, especially he whose name shouldn't be mentioned to me ever again. Saying I'm a paid shill is the ultimate insult. That's that
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:00 pm]: Here we go Belgium vs Argentina.....lets say no to Racism sign nice......Lets say no to Fakery...but hey we'd be out of a job
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:08 pm]: GOAL!!!!!
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:41 pm]: Don't cross the White line...Great inovation to the game...I Cross that line all the time
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 12:49 pm]: Half Time Argentina 1 Vs Belgium 0....that was excelent...not long till Ep115 Raw.....
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 1:44 pm]: "SHOCK: JOAN RIVERS CALLS OBAMA GAY AND MICHELLE A TRANNY" <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drHhtCPTAyc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drHhtCPTAyc</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 1:48 pm]: Israeli flag in the crowd. Aligning Argentina with Israel. The return of the blue and white striped shirt?
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:49 pm]: nice find jan....the midsection on a man doesnt lie......Go Joan......5 more minutes of Argy Bargy in Brasil.....
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 1:53 pm]: Argy Bargy Argentina Make it thru......awesome
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:01 pm]: @TomD the three dead teenage Kiddies thing in the news over there seems a little convenient
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 2:20 pm]: Eddie Griffin Speaks Out The Truth <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PG6DqEWbtqM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PG6DqEWbtqM</a>
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:26 pm]: must be too good that link jan....no action this end on that one.....the powers that be maybe fucking
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:37 pm]: Im so Lazy and old now i need the remote Nigger just like that Nigger....Good Stuff Jan......btw say no to racism....except for norwegians I hate them:P
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 2:39 pm]: Try this one if the other one is not working then MR ROLLO ! :-D <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8hu5gQbY64" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8hu5gQbY64</a>
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:40 pm]: k
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 2:40 pm]: :O
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:46 pm]: working great that nigger.....that was a good laugh "Slartibartfast" ....you'll have to ask Banazir about that one....
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 2:57 pm]: ;)
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 2:57 pm]: you on skype?...lets have a chat
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 3:26 pm]: My third eye is ringing. Nice find Jan, the Eddie Griffin video. Perhaps he's filling George Carlin's shoes, guaging people's reaction to the truth. Old Slartibartfast won an award for his design of Norway you know...
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: <a href="http://www.thefreedictionary.com/cunning" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thefreedictionary.com/cunning</a>
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: Dutch Vs those Costa'a......extra time........more fakeness......thanks for the skype chat my friends
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 6:02 pm]: From1555 to 1931 the Society of Jesus the Jesuit  was expelled from at least 83 countries, city states and cities, for engaging in political intrigue and subversion plots against the welfare of the State, according to a Jesuit priest of repute Practically every instance of expulsion was for political intrigue, political infiltration, political subversion, and inciting to political insurrection.â€�
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 6:02 pm]: <a href="http://www.thebabylonmatrix.com/index.php?title=911:Quotations:_Jesuit_Order" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thebabylonmatrix.com/index.php?title=911:Quotations:_Jesuit_Order</a>
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: you say joan rivers, I say johnny rivers (dave says joe) <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGM1fQgPYPU&#038;hd=1#" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGM1fQgPYPU&#038;hd=1#</a>  fucking hell! is there no end? I think it all comes down pretty damn soon! (although I have been known to say that before). greetings, my dear friends. :favorite:
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:18 pm]: roll out the rollo, that wonderful barrel of fun...jan erik, you should donate your great brain to science (after your done with it, of course). real science, that is.
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: i'd love to have tea and cucumber sandwiches (made by the great sandwich maker arthur dent) with wowbagger the infinitely prolonged. for all you HHGTTG fans, wowbagger makes a more prolonged final appearance in the very last book of the 'trilogy'; 'and another thing' by eoin colfer.
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: <a href="http://wowbagger.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wowbagger.com/</a>  is an insult generator as per the character himself. for you, with love yan; Du er en ekstremt liten ting! (I picked norweigan for fun and have no idea what I just called you). but I meant ever word! :P
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: this one is for you banazir; You are a yirningly low freak! :O
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:31 pm]: can't forget simon, of course; Siete una zia incredibilmente piccola! :?
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:33 pm]: and of course, my darling videre; You are a roaringly rotten defiler of things! :-*
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 6:34 pm]: :-) :-)
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 6:47 pm]: wow    dutch win......
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 6:48 pm]: nothing like the Aussies being beaten by the best
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 6:49 pm]: Brazils still the one for me.....Rollo's Kiss of death
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: @PeterShea: are  you calling me a foul polluter?8o
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:05 pm]: Gday my best Fake friend...apart from SS, Ab and Marku$ :)
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: Gday:favorite:
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: Gonna call in?
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: @PeterShea: Ah-hneen kee-rogue kee-rogue el-eh.
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: @Rollo: maybe
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:11 pm]: ok I put it into Google translate......what does that say my sweet?
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:12 pm]: @PeterShea: Nee nyart guh cur le ch(k)aye-leh .
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:12 pm]: too much fun
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:15 pm]: @Rollo: listening to the petrol report. ;)
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 7:16 pm]: @Rollo: the report was delivered with such great finesse :o).
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:30 pm]: Thanks Mate......a little clumbsy i thought i coulda done it better.....you got the point
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 7:31 pm]: Chris was a good sport...all Fakeologists are except for one
marksman [July 5, 2014 - 8:58 pm]: :favorite:
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: 11 minutes to Raw!!
marksman [July 5, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: Yoyo
marksman [July 5, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: I showed My buddy sept clues and now when he sees me he shouts September clues! Like a sports fan
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: good Crowd
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: @Rollo: lol:-)  I love it!!!:favorite:
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: @videre; :-):-) you are a mysterious lady with the gifts of many gabs.
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: @rollo; you are on in one m8! break a leg!
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: this is the sit....someone should be shit scared right now!!!!
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: @PeterShea: I :favorite: you 2 :-):-)
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: and 3...2..1...you're up rolls!
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: @Rollo: ok Roger
PeterShea [July 5, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: dit toe videre
Rollo [July 5, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: heh....here we go
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: here we go indeed!
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: it wasn't a threa, it was a promise
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: threat
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: hahaha
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: ...
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: markus = :o)    :-*
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: Ha, I wasn't even interested enough to look at the stuff!
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: test test, anyone here?
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: yes hello.
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: hey, have you called in before?
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: long ago
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: deadpeoplereport.pdf
JohnnyClues [July 5, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: @javaring: ive listened to a lot of your talkshoe stuff, I enjoyed it
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: .
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: hey, cool thanks!
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: thanks. JohnnyClues
JohnnyClues [July 5, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: @javaring: hope to hear more someday
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: thank you.
Banazir Galbasi [July 5, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: test
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: 1-2
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: Hey psyopticon, you're Evil Edna too. well there, I always thought she was good!
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: grasshoppers
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: <a href="http://time.com/2957348/fireworks-drone/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://time.com/2957348/fireworks-drone/</a>    &gt; For all you firework/drone lovers...
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: i love drones
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: I love fireworkds
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: ha
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:10 pm]: perfect link for us :D
jimbo [July 5, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: Fireworks in reverse at the end of the clip was cool. Thanks Bootleg Bill.
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: the "system" is a fraud.  but...slow, continuous and methodic methods of control.  boa constrictor style.  but keeps you alive like a parasite....until zombie status of blah blah blah...i believe i believe i believe is not.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 5, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill:  YES. No doubt :-D
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: all good Jim.  thought it was dope too.
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: chat @ <a href="http://fakeologist.com/chat/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/chat/</a>
jimbo [July 5, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: How about a drone flying over a nude beach? Got anything on that Bootleg?
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:19 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJVhLU8KjZs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJVhLU8KjZs</a>  &gt;using your imagination is always better...
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: im listening to fakeologist.com and NOT markus allen
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: haha
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: hahaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:23 pm]: Jan Erik haha
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:23 pm]: what a pro
javaring [July 5, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: nice
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: why are you not on tom?
Tom-Dalpra [July 5, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: hey, I was just sitting here enjoying listening. it's nearly over i wanted to say hello...should i call?...
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: yes
Videre Licet [July 5, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: Hi I'm ____ and you're listening to fakeologist radio
jimbo [July 5, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: hi I'm Tom, and your listening to Fakeologist.com. Strong enough for a man, but the woman like it too.
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: story time...with Uncle Ab.
jimbo [July 5, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: I was in the mafia but sensed something terribly wrong with the world. I stumbled upon Fakeologist.com, and now everything makes sense. Good by mafia.
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: it was not sincere...when coming from actors...
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: or is not...
Bootleg_Bill [July 5, 2014 - 11:59 pm]: figuring "them" out...as in time and numeral future tells...would be very very tough.
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:02 am]: this is a Raw call.  all is fair in Love and Raw
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:09 am]: <a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2345567/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2345567/</a>   &gt;Haunter
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:10 am]: numbers are an advanced game.  talking to a sleeper...might as well be talking space.
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:11 am]: check out the golden ratio. <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio</a> -  much more of a mathematical anomaly than 33
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:15 am]: <a href="http://www.marshallmcluhan.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.marshallmcluhan.com</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:22 am]: 3+3 =6
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:22 am]: 6x3 =666
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:23 am]: game over
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:30 am]: "they" for sure use numbers.  but it is like "their" little game within the game.  to let each other know.
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:32 am]: great one Ab.  32 degree frozen.  33...liquid
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:33 am]: like the mind
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:33 am]: in "their" terms
jimbo [July 6, 2014 - 12:40 am]: Speaking of numbers, the Tylenol Chicago murders of poisoned capsules, took place on September 29, 1982. That date is 9-11-1982.  <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicago_Tylenol_murders" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicago_Tylenol_murders</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:41 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4</a>    &gt; Secrets in Plain Sight 1-23 (Full video)
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:49 am]: after party Banz or JC
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:50 am]: do not worry what anybody (mark/anybody) or anybody thinks.  that is their shit.  do your own thing and be happy.
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:54 am]: night Ab and all.  Thanks.
Bootleg_Bill [July 6, 2014 - 12:54 am]: but....the after party is just starting.
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 2:51 am]: episode 7 of JC live is in the books,@Bootleg_Bill: your welcome on my show anytime Bill
ab [July 6, 2014 - 10:22 am]: some are still blocked from the site including me...fixing slowly
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 3:30 pm]: Did Donald Popadick Strike Again? Remember Donald?   <a href="http://ottawa.ctvnews.ca/ottawa-man-arrested-for-exposing-himself-in-a-park-1.1798220" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://ottawa.ctvnews.ca/ottawa-man-arrested-for-exposing-himself-in-a-park-1.1798220</a>  
Is Donald Popadick on his cross country tour through Canada perhaps, Exposing Mr.Winky one town at a time?
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 3:31 pm]: The following story could be true, anything is possible i guess, but you guessed it, Johhny is not buying it!..a few
suspicious numbers in this story, and amazingly the police never found him, perhaps he is one of them "exposing magicians"
ive read about in fake propaganda stories, anything is possible.
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 3:32 pm]: "...a man approached a 13-year-old girl..." "..."the incident, which happened at about 3:30 p.m"
Man who flashes teen at Vancouver beach sought by police     
<a href="http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/man-who-flashes-teen-at-vancouver-beach-sought-by-police-1.2697672" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/man-who-flashes-teen-at-vancouver-beach-sought-by-police-1.2697672</a>
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 3:38 pm]: Dustban! be on the lockout for this guy in your area, but proceed with caution, no mention of him carrying a gun or knife, but  Mr.Ganish is still a threat....no mention of his name yet, perhaps it will be Mr. Richard Ganish, time will tell
Carole Thomas [July 6, 2014 - 4:21 pm]: Incredible the lenghts they go to to maintain the fiction <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682487/American-flag-given-family-firefighter-killed-September-11-returned-four-days-theft-note-I-sorry.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682487/American-flag-given-family-firefighter-killed-September-11-returned-four-days-theft-note-I-sorry.html</a>
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 4:34 pm]: IXXI - 911, is a gate. If Zack finds out that much of what they do is in Roman numerals and Greek or even Hebrew/Phoenician, he may never sleep again.  Our alphabet and number system is developed from these more ancient systems of course.   IXXI: The Matrix Gate (R$E)   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=731-1FcMtSg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=731-1FcMtSg</a>
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 4:38 pm]: you'll also see 101, often on room numbers in movies, and representing an intro course.  Heard this described as the gate or pit opening between the pillars.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: Everything 'they' do is on a spiritual foundation. Holywood is like one big pagan orgy getting more and more blatant. As for why, I dunno, a lot of trouble for shits and giggles
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 5:05 pm]: 9/11 memorial is 2 black hole cubes. Like the Mecca stone inverted into the ground.  <a href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/51/WTCmemorialJune2012.png" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/51/WTCmemorialJune2012.png</a>
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: just listening to the beginning of the broadcast. only caught the 2nd half last night because fakeologist was down.  Once again, I have no ties to anyone. I was being drunkenly sarcastic and didn't know that fakeologists panties were already so twisted by this entity.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: hey ab, your chat is full of friendly off-topic exchanges and love letters. I was posting relevant topics and derailed by false accusations.
jimbo [July 6, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: Hey Derealium, you must be in the dog house around here. False accusations can be a real Biatch. I know, I use to be blamed for stuff by the parents and grandparents. I like the links you posted about 911 like IXXI. WHat are your thoughts on the towers being built for the demolition decades later? And the towers being hollow and no one inside during the collapse?
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:18 pm]: @jimbo: right, it's infuriating really, but I've been as polite as possible after making a drunken comedic mistake.  I think the towers were built to be brought down, right from their inception.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:20 pm]: @jimbo: and the vicsims research is very compelling. I can't say that "no one died", but there sure are a ton of fake victims in my eyes. Most like, the levels for destruction were completely empty.
jimbo [July 6, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: Yeah I hear you on the frustration part. That's the reason I don't call into the show, I'm usually to boozed up to stay out of trouble and say something off centered.  I do like me some ale on the weekends. You seem to know the true scoop on the 911 movie. That's the main thing. We are better off with the fakery knowledge than 99.9 percent of the population.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: @jimbo: lol. yeah, that good ale will do ya in. The 99.9% part is what confuses me about people who think that shills would really bother with this corner of research. It's all ego-driven disputes as far as I can tell
jimbo [July 6, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: If someone would pay me to shill I would show up here and shill away. The price would have to be right, like 1.5 million dollars. Then it's ale and me shilling like hell, all day, all week. Nothing under 1.5 million please. 1.5 mil is my breaking point.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:41 pm]: Get Smart episode in 1967-9 whenever, same year WTCs were approved. Detectives investigating buildings suddenly falling down. They chose to inv. a building called the Odyssey hosting NASA. found they were demolishing the buildings to claim insurance. Same year, Kubrick changes name of his film to 2001 Space Odyssey. Get Smart creator Brooks and Kubrick were good buds.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:41 pm]: best 911 predictive programming in 400 characters or less
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:51 pm]: More bullshit about me at 1:44
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:53 pm]: It would take me a year of shilling to be as disruptive as Rollol, that's for sure.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 6:59 pm]: but hey, thanks Petershea for being reasonable among all the paranoia.
jimbo [July 6, 2014 - 7:14 pm]: Rollo is alright. He just needs a little more cowbell.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: Breaking News: Chris has uploaded a call between him and Satan himself, and one of his minions.  Go accuse someone who has actually spoken to the guy.   Talking Solutions with Markus and Jim
Hoax Busters: Conspiracy or just Theory? - Live &amp; Recorded Episodes:
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 7:27 pm]: "Rollo isn't worth the time"   rah rah rah!  -me pretending to be Rollo when JC (jesus christ?) said that about me.
ab [July 6, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: @derealium: ok calm down - you're still here, aren't you? Let's all just move on and continue the research. We only have to be united about being against creating disruptions. Let's move along and put this behind us.
ab [July 6, 2014 - 7:42 pm]: @derealium: btw your flag is British?
ab [July 6, 2014 - 7:42 pm]: <a href="http://awesomescreenshot.com/0e833oo2ce" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://awesomescreenshot.com/0e833oo2ce</a>
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: @ab: it's called hearing your name over and over again in exaggerated stories and False Accusations and being stomped upon and reacting to it in chat in real-time.  British Flag is called attempting to avoid the Gestapo by the simplest methods possible, even if it is only in your own mind.
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: @ab: that is a great screenshot.
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: "Let's all just move on and continue the research. We only have to be united about being against creating disruptions. Let's move along and put this behind us." -  I couldn't agree more with your statement Ab -@derealium: I apologize then, everyone in here can see I said sorry to Nettwork, now let's move on plz, thank you.
ab [July 6, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: @JohnnyClues: @derealium: excellent. Let's get to the next psyOp please!
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 7:58 pm]: I only wanted my apology accepted.  You had nothing to apologize for, Johnny.  That's all buried then, moving on. Keep a close eye on me if you all wish, but I'm genuine.
ab [July 6, 2014 - 8:00 pm]: @derealium: call into his next show and make peace that would be good
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 8:07 pm]: @ab: I asked him to call me last night through skype after your show.  But I only heard the last 1/3rd of your show, so I wouldn't have known how my few stupid chat lines caused so much trouble. Everything is magnified in such a small community it seems.
ab [July 6, 2014 - 8:10 pm]: @jimbo: great link on the tylenol story. was it a psyOp? Did the company REALLY suffer or did it boost sales? perhaps a post on that one...
JohnnyClues [July 6, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: @derealium: I forgive you, no one is perfect, I certainly am not, rollo and I are about to record part 2 of ep#7, since I had Skype recorder issues last night, your welcome to join us and we can bury the hatchet,no sense in infighting since it probably gives the ptb their jollies
derealium [July 6, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: deal

